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Former VP To Present Talks
Howard Bird Jr., a former
vice president of Mobil Oil
Corp., will be on campus
March
Howard Bird Jr , a former
vice president of Mobil Oil
Corp., will be on campus
March 5-9 to make several
major addresses but he will
uuk to about 15 classes in
regular sessions.
Bird Is being brought here
through the combined ef.
forts of the Schools of
Business Administration,

Humanities and ::,octal
Sciences.
The five major talks will be
at the Business Admlnlstra•
tlon auditorium (BA 110)
from 10:45 to 11:30 a.m.
The schedule: March 5
'Polities and the Energy
Crisis,'' review of the current
energy situation in the U.S ,
administration policies and
suggestions for the future.
March 6 •· "Careers In
Business," suggestions on
choices of electives to

balance a student's major,
how to find summer jobs,
research In picking a career
and handling interviews.
March 7 -- "Government
and Private Sector," discussion of the growth of government regulations In the
U S., change in goals and
escalating cost of regulation.
I

March 8 •· "Career Planning for Women," In which
Bird will give practical advice

(

to women thinking of ca•
reers in business.
March 9 •· "The Use of
Language in a Business Career," indicates the study of
languages gives practical
help to a career and
broadens and gives pleasure
to the individual
The classes to which Bird
will speak Include some of
those in business, sociology,
economics, English for foreign students, public relations.

PanAm
Closes
Basketball
Season
L
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Financial Aid Office Imparts New Policies
Changes in the Financial Aid policies which will
become effective for the 79-80 academic year. The
policies will effect graduating seniors who are taking their
final six or nine hours and students who are doing field
work placement
Additionally, students who withdraw will be subject to
the new Financial Aid Repayment Policy which will require the student to repay a portion of the cash payment
which was disbursed from any Financial Aid Program.
EXCEPTION TO FULL TIME STATUS:

1. BEOG will be awarded to students enrolled 3/4 time
or 1/2 time. This will count as one (1) semester of
el!glbility toward a student's eight semester limitation of.
funds received from the BEOG program.
2. Graduating seniors will be eligible for aid for part tlm~
enrollment during their last semester before graduation, If the student is enrolled In his/her final six to
nine hours. Before funds are released, however, the
following documents must be submitted to the Financial Aid Office'.
a A signed copy of the student's complete approved
application for graduation (Signatures of the Dean
of the school and the Vice President for Academic
Affairs) must appear on the copy submitted.
b. A copy of the student's class schedule obtained
from the Registrar's Office.
3. Students enrolled in field work courses which require
participation in off-campus activities, ond for which
enrollment of a minimum of six semester hours is required the student must submit a copy of their class

schedule from the Registrar's Office before funds are
released
Some of these approved field work courses regarding
this exception are the following:
a. Anthropology 4387 4388 (summer only)

k

b

I. H.S 4722

Ed 4611
C, Ed 4613
d . Ed, 6605 9aduates only)
c. Ed 4641
f . H.S 3611
g HS 3612
h HS 3791
I
HS, 4711
J H.S. 4712

H.S. 4721

m HS. 4731

n H.S 4732
o. N. Ed 1701
p , N Ed 1802
q N Ed 2805
r . Soc W 4613
I, Soc. W 4614

4 NOTE: Funds will not be released until required
documentation Is submitted, except that students approved for BEOG will receive their award calculated
on the basis of the number of hours enrolled (SEE No
1 above). All other aid will remain as awarded.
5. IT WILL BE THE STUDENT'S RESPONSIBILITY TO
INFORM THE FINANCIAL AID OFFICE OF HIS/
HER PLANS FOR ENROWNG PART TIME
UNDER THE CONDITIONS OF THESE EXCEPTIONS, AND TO PROVIDE THE DOCUMENTA·
TION REQUESTED.
FINANCIAL AID REPAYMENT POLICY

1 The financial Aid Office will ascertain the enrollment
status of a student on the 12th class day of each term.
2 . Funds will be disbursed as follows:

a . At the time of registration a student will receive a
cash item from his Basic Grant award with an
amount to Include funds for tuition, fees, and $20
per class for books,
b. After enrollment status Is ascertained, the balance
of funds, If any, will be issued in the form of a
check, Insuring an adequate and acceptable audit
trail.

3. If a student withdraws before the 12th class day, the
student will be responsible for paying back funds
receil(ed at registration for books.
4. If a stbdent officially or unofficially withdraws from or
Is expelled by the Institution on or after the 12th class
day of a payment period, and the student received a
cash disbursement from any Financial Aid Program, a
portion of the cash payment must be repaid. The
amount of the cash payment is based on a formula
determJned by the Institution's policy
5. The percentage rate to determine overpayment of
awards will be calculated as follows:
The day of withdrawal wlll be divided by the total
number of days in a semester (excluding holidays and
weekends). The percentage rate which Is yielded will
be used to calculate the total amount of financial aid
from cash disbursements to be repaid. The amount to
be repaid to Individual fund accounts will then be
calculated according to the percentage rates determln•
(SN Flnanci.l p 4)

---NEWS EVENTS--Club Has Bake Sale
The PAU Bios League will sponsor a bake st1le March 6
during activity period at the Science Building. The
organization, which Is composed of honorary biology
students, will also have a meeting March 8 during activity
period in SB 126.

Hawk Talk Needed
A study of all hawks crossing the Rio Grande River will
be made on March 25 from 8 a.m.-5:30 p .m. Volunteers
are needed to man specific sites. If you tell a hawk, you'll
do.
Gladys Donohue. Regional Editor of Hawk Migration
Association of North Africa, Is coordinating the count
She will conduct a seminar on hawk watching on March 4
at 9 a .m. at Rancho Chiquito. For further Information
contact Donahue at Rt. 6, Box 6160, Mission, Texas
78572 for further details on both events

Pre-Law Sets Meeting
The Pre-Law Society invites all students Interested In
law school to attend a meeting Mar. 8 during activity
period in LA Room 101.
"We have first hand information about law school, law
school admissions, policies and procedure, said Manuel
Ollva.rez, president. "We plan to continue Inviting at
torneys in practice, as we have done ln the past, so that
they may answer any questions pre-law students may
have."
The Pre-Law Society 1-ias also had a practice Law
School Admissions Test (LSAT) "It proved to be very
successful and we plan to have mock LSAT on a regular
• basis. Students claim that the mock tests have helped

them considerably In preparing for the actual exams," he
said.
Anyone that wants more Information may contact Dr
Jerry Polinard, head of Political Science department and
Pre-Law Society adviser at 381-3341.

Anchorman Returns Visit
Ron Oliveira, 10 p.m. anchorman from NewsCenter 4,
will return today to speak about television media In UC
Rm. 306-A during activity period
His return visit Is sponsored by the PAU Press Club, All
mass communications majors and minors and other
students interested are invited to attend.

Films To Continue
A series of outstanding Spanish films are being offered
free of charge to Pan American students and faculty at the
Rex Theater In Mission.
"Pedro Paramo" will be shown today,. Friday and
Saturday. "Los de Abajo" is scheduled for March 29, 30
and 31 and "Actas de Marusla," which concludes the
series, will be shown April 22, 23 and 24
The films are being offered through the Joint sponsor
ship of the School of Humanities and the School of Inter•
national Studies of PAU.
Tickets for the films may be picked up at the Old
Library Building Rm. 113 from 9 a. m. to 4 p.m. each day
of the showing by presenting a PAU I.D. card.

Institutions Added
Three more Institutions have signed up to 11ttend
Career Day on March 8, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Pan
American Field House, according to Romulo Martinez,
director of career planning and placement.
Those attending are Birdvllle ISO, Garland ISO and Irving ISO.

A CAPTURED KKK • Mardi Gras Activities
went as scheduled Tuesday. Shown above In
sighting a riot with a KKK Is (left to right)
Cesario Alaniz, Phi Kappa Tau; Roger
Molano, IK and John Baron Phi Kappa Tau.
(Staff Photo by David Krueger)
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CGMMENrARY~
Teacher Educates Majority
Letter to the Editor:
Recently a certain professor In the Sociology
department announced to
his class of nearly 60
students that he was here
solely for the purpose of
teaching Mexican Americans.
On the surface there
doesn't seem to be anything
wrong with that statement
since nearly 90 per cent of
the class is Mexican American. That statement is further reinforced by the fact
that anywhere bewtween 80
to 85 per cent of the student
body at Pan Am is Mexican
American.

So It was no big matter
when the instructor in ques·
tion informed a young lady
in the class that his job here
was to teach Mexican Americans. The Incident began
when a lady student (an
Anglo) began to voice her
views regarding Mexican
and Anglo cultures in the
Valley.
The instructor calmly asked the lady to withhold her
comments on the matter until a later date when they will
be more relevant to the material being covered. However, because the student
persisted In voicing her
views, the Instructor bluntly

told her he was here to teach
Mexican Americans. ''If I
wanted to teach whites I
would go to a northern university, and if I wanted to
teach blacks I would go to a
black university," he said.
Being Mexican American
myself I can appreciate this
man's concern for us our
culture and our education.
His attitude is certainly supported by the fact that Pan
Am serves the predominantly Mexican American communities of the Valley. On
the other hand because we
have been oppressed for so
long we can symphathize
with and are sensitive to the

feelings of others, namely
the Anglo students In the
class.
I feel that If Pan American is to live up to its name,
its instuctors must be make
aware that everyone counts,
not Just Mexican Americans.
Students should be treated
as Individuals, not as Mexican Americans, or Anglos
or black. Instructors should
be sensitive to the needs of
all students regardless of
race or culture. I hope that
reverse discrimination does
not become a common practice on this campus which
haUs itself as being for all the
Americas.
By Rudy Juaru

Technology Will Replace Laborers
Letter to the Editor:
Kay Wilson's letter covers a broad spectrum of topics
from farm workers to U.S. Mexican relations. In fact, here
and there I find some points of agreement for reasons, l
suspect, different from these of Ms. Wilson. Some of her
observations do merit comments.

these Improved conditions were not due to gracious concessions on the part of business concerns. I guess at this
point l need to recommend some U.S. history courses for
Ms. Wilson.
By the way, walking down cotton field rows Is not the
same thing as picking the stuff for survival.

Jt is true that technological Innovations have eliminated

Hubert J. Miller
Dept of History

jobs for farm workers and will continue to do so.

Although this may end migrant farm labor, where does It
leave the unemployed farm worker? Our Valley
unemployment rate Is already above the national norm. ls
this progress?

Ms. Wilson Is convinced that President Lopez Portillo
may "blackmail" President Carter Into a renewal of the
bracero program. I believe greater concern needs to be
had regarding the recent dash of the Texas governor to
Mexico to discuss a bracero type program With the Mexican president. In the governor's language, bracero
means cheap labor.

I find Ms. Wilson's analysis of the Mexican president's

use of the oll weapon amusing. All of a sudden when
Mexico is In a favorable bargaining position to defend her
national Interests, the actions of the Mexican chief executive are labeled as "blackmail." A similar stance by a
U.S. leader would immediately be justified on the
grounds of national security. Is It difficult to Imagine that
Mexico might also have national security Interests?
Unfortunately Ms. Wilson has not had the opportunity
to study Mexican American history. Her comments further indicate th.a t she has not studied Mexican history. I
hope that in the not to distant future she can avail herself
of these courses taught on a regular basis In the History
Department. In the meanwhile, Rodolfo Acuna's Occupied America can serve as an introduction and an eye
opener.
One final comment regarding unions Is In order. I do
not subscribe to the contention that labor unions will bring
about a utopia. The Teamster Union is a living_proof of
that statement. I do support the position that labor
unions, despite many short comings, have tremendously
Improved working conditions In the U.S. Even a superficial reading of U.S. labor history will make it clear that

7AmNotA
Commie' She Says
Letter to the Editor:
An open letter to El Sol and
their invitation to "accommodate your Ulogical and
shallow complaints" by
meeting with me:
To meet with you now
would be like walking Into an
arena to discuss hunger with

lions. I

pautve your set

: ..-:•.i.~i•.

DEADLINE
FOR COPY:

especially to the students
who eat there everyday. The
difference there is no ice
cream.
That maybe of little signlficance to many of you but

••••••••••••••••••••
NOTICE TO SENIORS

minds full of contempt for
my view. I see justice,
freedom and equality
catagorlzed and labeled
"Chicano." And I will not
argue standards that you
have set to divide my coun-

try.
My "illogical and shallow
complaints" are only my
rights of expression as an individual In "one nation
under God," but unacceptable to you because I am
not brown.
That El Sol is why favorite
color Is red (not a commie or
seconals as you accuse)
because by blood, first of all,

FRIDAY

I am American-Indian. So,
despite what has happened
In the past and what will
happen in the future, I know
freedoms will die when
Atzlan Is established because

NOON

A Scream For Ice Cream
Has anyone noticed anything different about the Pan
Am cafeteria?
Well, there is one slight
bu t great difference,
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to some of us It Is of great
importance. Ice cream used
to be avaUable to anyone
who paid the price of a
meal. But now students cannot look forward to their
favorite flavor of Ice cream
after their meal.
So, If you feel the same
way, why don't we all
scream for lee cream.

you advocate it with a
"bang" and in fear. And as
John Godoy y Godoy has
written in your Feb. 21
issue, "The victors eventually become the oppressors."
If I am to meet with you let
us exchange letters before
the entire campus first and
establish a common ground
of unbiased reason. Let the
students know us for what
we are, not for what we say
we are

ALMA'S
Hl-Faahlon Salon
..Hla n' Hera"

ny nose and sinus congestion, and are easier to use
than nose drops. Nose drops
such as neosynephrlne and
sprays are also effective. ~
Seldom are the more expensive prescription drugs needed, says Castillo.
"If you do get a cold
remember to drink lots of
fluids especially juices and
try to get more rest. Colds
are spread by the secreations
In droplet form when
coughing or sneezing. Cover
up when coughing or sneezing, wash hands frequently,
and stay from others when
you're the most "juicy," said
CasttUo. "That's when you
are the most contagious and
you will do those you love
best a favor by avoiding contact with them. Kiss them
when you feel better-they
will love you for It then."

_ _ Activities Calendar_ _
Calendar of events for the
week of March 1-8.

10:25-11:35 a.m. Prelaw
UC306
10:25-11:35 a.m. APO UC

March 1
9:30a.m.-1:30 p.m. United
Social Workers LRC
10:30-11:30 a.m. BSU Circle
10:30-11:30 a .m. co-op ed.
UC305
10:45- 11:30 a.m. IFC UC
306
10:25-11:15 a.m. Espai'\ol
LA 205
10:35-11:35 a.m. ISA UC
307A
10:30-11:30 a.m. American
Chemical SB3

306

March 2
7:45 a.m.-4:15 p.m. Placement UC 306-306A
9:30-12:00 noon CAMP
BA 110
March 4
3-4:30 p.m. Kappa Sigma
UC 307-307A
6:30-8:30 p .m . APO UC
307-307A
March 5
10-11:30 a.m. TSNA NB

114
5-9 p.m. 02 UC 305-305A
7-8 p.m. TKE UC 306
6-10 p.m. KO UC 306A
6-8:30 p.m. Phi Kappa Tau
UC 307
6-8:30 p.m. Kappa Sig UC
307A
March 6
10:25-11:25 a.m. Espanol
LA 205
10:30-11:30 a .m. CAMP
SB 1
10:25-11:25 a .m. IFC UC
305
10:25-11:35 a.m. CSO UC
305A

10:25-11:35 a.m. Greek
Council UC 307
10:25-11:35 a.m. ISA UC

307A

1:30-3 p.m. LLR UC 305
5 -7:30 p.m . KO UC
306-306A
6 -8:30 p.m. DZ UC
305-305A
March 7
10-11:30 a.m. TSNA N 114
8 a.m.-5 p .m. United Social
Workers UC 305-305A
9 a.m.-4 p.m. Placement
UC306
6-10 p.m. IK's UC
306-306A
8 a.m.-4 p.m. Placement
Snack Bar
March8
10:25-11:25 a.m. Espal\ol
LA 205
10:25-11:35 a.m. 8101
League SB 118
10:45-11:30 a.m. IFC UC
306
10:30-11:30 a.m. APO UC
306A
10:25-11:35 a .m. ISA UC
307A
10:30-11:30 a.m. BSU Circle

Classified Ads
MEN! WOMEN! JOBS-·CJII.IISE SHIPS-·
FREIGHTERS. No_._. H1'> Pay.See
Europe. Howall. I\U11folla, So Amertta.
C-C, Summer! Send $3.85 lor Info. ro
~WORLO. CH. 8ot&6l035, 5-do. CA.
OVERSEAS JOBS· Summcr/ye1r round
E~. S Alnnl<o. Au••• Asia, ,otc All
fields. S500 • $1.200 monthly. &pen. .
poJd Slghboelng F1tt Info •Write IJC.

4490-51 . e..keJ.ty, CA 94704.

ClaSOlfled ,.~ .. 20 Ul\11 • 11M wtth •
mn1mumof 51 foruch-. pey.i.lo In
odwnc.. Brtng ed C<lPII lo Tho Pa,,""-·
EmllatWIOO Dtedllnetol'rldeynoon To
-COlloount lOle!wn ond-'

'° •

.....

1fihrehrnl
Amm®~
Acting Editor
Reporters
Sports Editor
Photographer
Advertising
Circulation Manager
Adviser

Leticia Diaz
Cynthia Garcia
Jean Ann Da'l'nall
Roxanne Zamora
Oscar Garza
David Krueger
Phyllis Driskill
Marion Davis
Joe Mangin
Harry Quin

llw Pon American ..._dfflt "' Pon Amoncan i . . , ~ ......,._ bi,
Sludent l'llllllcaOonl. frn,i.. Hal 100. pho,,. 381-2541. a1 Ec11,,bu,w T.- 78539.
-'> Th.andei, ncai,t dllffl9 . - Ind ~
Or - . Mn.a.
""'• p,ftldenl t.. """-"' and Yn,_ty off-. ind Hony Qurn
v-

odod-»•-•
-----"-ld--~Fnd.jl--.,....._
v.,._

4221/2 E. Unlvenlty

S13-90SI

••••••••••••••••••••

Dora Castillo, RN for Pan
American students, said the
biggest problem this time of
the year is colds which can
lead to the flu, sore throat or
strep throat.
A cold may start as a sore
throat, a runny nose, or
cough, with or without
fever. Little can be done to
shorten or change the
course: however, medlca-tlon and antibiotics are not
indicated for the treatment
of a viral Infection. Nose
drops or sprays, aspirin and
a variety of cold capsules
(these can make you sleepy,
so be careful here) are
available without a prescription and give relief.
Aspirin Is a very effective
drug, especially for the
aching and fever that goes
with a cold. The decongestants will dry up the run-

Kay Wilson
McAllen

- Ester Navarro

You are hired or rejected on how you come across
during the interview - not on grades or resume.
Want help with your job interview? I am willing to
share my 26 years campus interviewing experience with you. For more information on " HOW
NOT TO FLUNK YOUR JOB INTERVIEW," send
25c and stamped, self-addressed envelope to me,
Toby Byrd-Dept. Pa., 832 Northlake Drive
Richardson, Texas 75080.
'

Colds Are In At PAU

aa ■■ aaa ■■■■■■■ •••••••••••·

-nwd.,. II.- of rlUdonta and do no4 --"II reflocl II.- of lho ~
S....:.ii:-1.«ebi,mall.
$I 5 0 p o , - C-..0·
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Broncs GallopOver,North Texas St.
Roundballers Close With Three Straight Victories
By OSCAR GARZA

culminated

It was just four months
ago that the Bronc basketball
season started and the year

with a

close

88-82 victory over the tough

Mean Green from North
Texas State Monday at the
P_A U Fieldhouse. ThP.

Broncs ended with three
consecutive wins.
This was the last game for
three seniors: Jim Ed
Holland, Rex Spain and
Danny Salisbery. All three
contributed greatly to the
win.
The game had a lot of
significance as the basketballers tried lo even their
record al 13-13 and keep
head coach Bill White from
suffering his first losing
season as a coach and, the
win kept White's record intact.
It seems rather impossible
that the Broncs would be in
this position as they stood at
4-11 in the middle of the
season, but the comeback
kids fought back gallantly. It
was at this point that the
roundballers whipped six
straight teams and a winning
season was in their grasp.
The club then ventured
out to Colorado and the
winning skein was broken as
''.1ey lost two contests. The

A DRIVING LAY-UP -- Billy Balley drives past
a Trinity defender to score two points in the
Broncs come from behind 66-64 win over the
Tigers Feb. 22. This exc iting game was topped by the 88-82 decsion over North Texas
St. Feb. 26 as the roundballers closed thei r
season with a 13-13 mark. (Staff Photo by
David Krueger)

For,..._t

t

Very Special Gift

t
,=

t

t
........; t

...,_ 6 '1:16

Ct ,,. . . . ..

• GIii ,._ Al Ore frsi

383-2432

110 N. 12d,

only way lo salvage the
season was to win the final
three games for Pan
American pride.
First, the Broncs knocked
off Trinity Feb. 22 at the
Fieldhouse in one of the
closest and most exciting
games of the year, 66-64. It
took a driving lay up by
substitute Donald Knight
with 23 seconds In the contest to insure the Pan Am
victory.
It was then off to Abilene
Feb. 24 to challenge HardinSimmons and once again,
the Broncs came away with
victory as they blew out the
home squad, 95-68.
Billy Bailey led the PAU
barrage with 26 points, while
Rex Spain added 22 points.
Spain was playing before
around 50 people from his
hometown of Huckabay, so
it was a homecoming for
him .
Standing at 12-13, the
roundballers then entertained North Texas State.
Before a good crowd, the

teams
played
even
throughout the first as the
Mean Green garnered a
scant two point lead. 44-42,
as they shot at the buzzer.
The second half was
almost a complete duplicate
of the first half as the game
remained tip and tuck. With
the fans getting edgy in their
seats, Pan Am unleashed
their secret weapon.
Once again, Donald
Knight came off the bench to
spark the troops. With 9 : 17
~howinq on the clock,

Knight stole an errant Mean
Green pass and he drove the
entire lenqth of the court and
he stuffed it for two big
points and the lead was Pan
American's at 63-62 and the
Broncs never looked back.
Knight added clutch baskets
and rebounds to pave the
road to victory.
As the final buzzer rang,
the scoreboard read 88-82.
Rex Spain led the winners
with 23 points and 12 rebounds, while BilJy Bailey
added 22 points.
!1ll-•l•ll111
N-1,_ __ _ _ _II!
LITERATURE

needed by the High School
Equivalency Program ,
prefer English major or
minor. Must be accurate
typist. Work to begin approximately the third week
of January: 15 hours per
week at minimum wage of
$2. 90 per hr. Application
may be made now at Emi!ia
Hall. room 207.

SUNDAY 10:20 • ·• ·

,_
Medltalloa C.__

c-......

Call: 616-1154
213 s. Broactwa,NcADea

CHECH
U/OUT.
[l]company

Dynamic. wd-lTldnag~ To,XM company into,rested In
employees as "persons" not numbers. Su<cessful food
retailer. manufacturer and distributor.

Exciting career opportunities available In:

CQlflctl

•
•

[l] oppo,tunltle,
compen,atlon
[l] G b•n•fIt,
•
OCQtiOn,
I
[l]
~of• /#rllona'IJm
P
[l]
lfO(iWQffll
[l] Pdc~~lopmcnt
•
•

Store Operations Manago,ment
Warehousing,TrMsportatlon
Manago,ment

S..ko,ry/Dalry Production
Management
Data Processing Systems

~:v':..:;~~t

WI

WI

~Zn~t1n~~td~ paid

:~de:~~~~ lodge,

lns_urance, credit~~:::-~::·~~:
paid vacations. tu11lon assistance.

Training programs offered In:

Austin
Corpus Christi
• San Antonio
Trdining and inltidl assignments typically avallable In the same
city. All company locations In Texas.

a

FALCON'S
HAIRSTYLING
pleo,a, jor . . •f'fHNlllal•I

lU-9012
UO I ; UNIVBUffY

II

!I

""' fl

":l)III

I

Dynamic. lnnova1~e._ln1elllgen1
and progressive 1nd1v1duals
with a strong desire to
contribute 10 the organization and feel a sense of achievement.

Structured total development
programs are designed to move you
rapidly Into responsible positions.
Included are management seminars. 0.1.T.
and continuing education.

See what you can do for you .. check
with your pl3cement center or contact us:

Corporate Staffing • H. E. Bun Grocery Company
P. 0. Box 92 16 • Corpus Christi, Texas 78408
(S 12) 881-1482

1320 N. Oosner

Hwy. 281

383-861 1
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(Contmutd from p 11

below·
Fall, 1979:
From Sept. 24, the date of cash disbursements to
students, until Dec. 13. the day finals begin. there are
55 days in the semester. If a student withdraws on
Oct. 3rd, the amount to be repaid is $500.00.
Amount of funds awarded
$738.00
Minus cash item or w/s paid
-193.00
Subject to repayment
Percentage (date of withdrawal)

545.00
.91

Amount to be repaid

$500.00

Join the
Houston Police.
Start earning $1180 per month.

-

T

BIOS LEAGUE AWARDS -- The Bios League and Honorary Premedical-Biomedical Society
presented cash awards and certificates to students of general biology. Awards went to, I
tor, Josie Medina and John David Franz, who worked together and won first place; Argelia
Montanez and Jeannie Sharboneau, second place winners; and Bobbie Weckbacher,
president of the Bios League.

Apply March 8
Pan American University
Gymnasium 8:30 - 4:30,
"Career Day"

Meet officers Frank Cantu
and Matt oerales with the HPD Mobile
Unit on campus. Minimum age 19, good
health, hiQh . school graa_!.!ate or G.E.D.
~quivalent. ~xcellent benefits and
retirement plan.
Call Houston toll free 1-800-

Biology Studen-ts Receive Awards
The Blos League and
Honorary Premedical Biomedical Society have

392-2281.

these awards for work done
each semester, according to
Dr. Terrv Allison, sponsor.

presented awards to four
students In general biology
and will continue to make

PROBlEM PREGNANCY
INFORMATION
~1

ANf1toft?

P.-qnaney Taff"9 •

Couneeffnt •

lk.f,ffrala

CALL

(512) 128-9316
San Antonio, t ....
HIGH FASHION SHOES
/or the young U10man
FAMOLARE,

SBICCA,

1110 N. JOllt SHOPPING CENTER

-···········~--KEN9S

~[WI·

~--

BASS

682-7J5J

Nc:Allal

701 N. Clo.ner

PIZZAFREEAI

Edinburg, Taoa
383-2051

Buy one,
get one &ee.

ken'•

...... sct

ART SUPPLIES

I

11 w

10% off: Oils, Paints, off: Acrylics,
water-color canvas boards,
stretch canvas
20% off: modular acrylics tube.paint,

The winners and their
papers were Josie Medina,
"The Effects of Chemicals
and Gases Given off by Eucalyptus," and John David
Franz, "Leaves on Rye
Grass Seeds: A Scientific
Report."
Second places were won
by Argelia Montanez for "Effects of Sodium Cholorate
on Growth and Development of Phaseolus Vulgarls," and Jeannie Sharboneau, "Effects of Light on
the Growth Rate of Pinto
Beans."
These awards were pre•
sented by the two societies
for the first time last spring.
Selection is based on both
written and oral presentation
of these reports. Teaching
assistant in charge of the lab
make the initial selection and
the final selection Is made In
a runoff before all teaching
assistants and Interested
faculty plus the two leagues
Blos League ls an honor
society for students of
biology and the Honorary
Premedical-Biomedical Society Is an honor society for
pre-professional students In
medicine, dentistry, pharmacy and health-related
professions.

Hobby & Craft lte. .

10"

off: Hobby Kits

25" off: Christmas Needlework Kits

DINING
IN

A5ouTH

o,na. loaou
ATMOIPHUI

t-

«
•

ken's

JIM361

r....

Also Drive Up Window For
Fast Go Orders
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we keep topping

TWO PIECE SPECIAL
$1.19

ounehee.

NcN!EN
500 N. 10

10121.CloeMr
Edinburg,

PHAIIII
·IOOI £. Hw,. II 1419 lleca CMa

£u,':-s111
111.asM
546-1,1•
...................

~~

2 pieces of chicken, roll,
potatoes and gravy
,~• ....mashed
... ,
......

--

Kentucky Fried Chick-,
322 South Closner
Edinburg 383•734a

••••••••••••••

Try'em . You'll love cm.

ForJo-tnNRIU
calf onli,r In

McAllen:
Comer of 23rd & Pecan

6U-St76
Hwy. 83 at 12th St.
Edinburg:
Aoou from PMJ

SIS-0711
Mission:
Hwy 83 & Bryan Rd

515-4545
t-tarllngen:
601 S 77 Sunthlne Strtp

Ul61M

PAU Will Sponsor Language Forum
Pan American University's
language and linguistics
research center will sponsor
this year's Language Forum
March 9-10 at the Pan
American Learning Resource
Center auditorium.
The topic of this year's
forum will be Language
Assessment and Measure•
ment, which is the practice of
measuring a person's command of a language.
Content of the forum will be
the five language tests approved by Texas Education Agency
for use :'l Trxas schools. In

addition, there will be presentations on various Issues in
language testing by experts in
that field.
·
The Forum's main speaker
will be Dr. Josue Gonzalez,
originally from the Valley, Is
the director of the Office of Bilingual Education in the U.S.
Office of Education In
Washington .
Other key people from out•
side the area who will be participating include Dr. Betty
Mace Matluck of the
Southwest Educational
Development Laboratory in

Austin, Dr. Joe Matluck of
the University of Texas at
Austin and Dr. Diana
Natalicio, from University of
Texas at El Paso.
Registration for the Forum
will be from 8 to 9 a . m. on
March 9 in the LRC
auditorium, and will be $5.

ministrators and other interested persons are encouraged to attend
For further informatic.,
contact Dr. Jon Amastae in
the
Language
and
Linguistics Research Center
at 381-3138, Dr. James

One hour of continuing
education credit from the

Maloney,
Foreign

Department ot
Language at
381-3441 or Dr. Ana Maria

school of humanities may be
earned by participants. All
students primary and secon•
cl.••. ,chool ,.,,.rh,,rs, ;id-

Rodriguez, Department of
School
Services
at

(

Career Day
Is Today
At Field House
(See Story p R)

L

381-3466.
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Applications Available For
Newspaper, Yearbook Editorship
Applications are being
received at Student Publications, Emilia Hall 100, for the
1979-80 editorships of The
Pan American and El Bronco,
student newspaper and yearbook.
Under policies adopted by
the Publications Committee of
the University, The Pan
American is to publish a story
and a display advertisement In
March Inviting applications for
the two edltorial posts and layIng down conditions and pro-

cedures for appointment of
editors.
"Applicants will apply
directly to the faculty sponsor
for the yearbook and
newspaper," according to the
policy and these applications
are due April 1 or sooner.
The applicants must
describe their qualifications,
provide the names of three
references whom they have
asked to write letters of recommendation directly to the adviser and state their phUosopy
or policies for the operation of

the publication in which they
are interested.
Minimum qualifications for
applicants established by the
committee require applicants
to have had at least one
quarter in reporting and one In
editing in mass communications or equivalent professional
experience on a newspaper or
other publication or two years
staff work on The Pan
American or El Bronco.
The applicants shall have a
minimum grade point average

Break Causes Inconveniences
By MIKE MENCHACA
The difference in spring
break between Pan Am and
McAllen, PSJA and Edinburg school districts causes
many families inconveniences. Pan Am's spring
break will be during the
week of March 12-16, while
these three valley schools
will break April 9-13.
Superintendent of PSJA
schools, Gus Guena said,
"We here at PSJA would be
glad to sit and coordinate

with anyone on a week that
most Valley schools and Pan
Am may get out during the
same week for spring
break."
Dr . Rodney Cathey ,
superintendent of McAllen
schools says that McAllen
has always had its spring
break one week before
Easter, and this year and
next are no different. Dr.
Cathey feels that if anyone
should have to coordinate
spring breaks for conve-

nience with others it should
be Pan Am, because he feels
they have more leniency
with students and schedules.
John Hook, dean of Admissions, said, 'The Pan
Am calendar is based on
guidelines of the state coordinating board. Spring break
is determined as the midweek of the spring semester.
We try to have the same
number of school weeks
before and after spring break
week."

Health Festival Is Free
Are you a little to big around
the middle to wear that bikini
to the beach during the break?
Did you not quite hear that
new blonde's phone number?
Do you have no pep and feel
listless?
If you have any of these
symptons buy a little Health
Awareness, guarenteed to
straighten out your problems
in time to impress that young
man at the beach and to be
sure you hear that chick's
phone number correctly.
Health Awareness Festival
is free, coming up March 26
at the Nursing building on
the north side of the campus. Dora Caslitto:- supervisor of the Student Health
Service in Emilia Hall, and
the Health Related Profes•
s,ons staff have arranged for
this health fair.
And they will offer checks,
tests, information, slide
shows, movies and even refreshments.
These things will be going
on in the Nursing Education
Buildin~ on both the first and

second floors March 26 from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m.
There will be blood pressure
checks and weight checks.
There is a film on weight
reduction and nutrition. The
American Cancer Society will
have a film on breast cancer
and Betsy Breast, the demonstration model, will be there.
An eye screening test will be
done by Dr. Ralph Hamme
Jackson. There will be a
diabetic and anemia screening
test with the Pan American
University Medical Technology
Laboratory staff in charge.
A hearing screening test will
be run by Jack Rainwater. The
March of Dimes will have staff
members at the fair to talk
about birth defects. Ruben
C-ervantes of the Public Health
Department will be available to
discuss venereal disease and
answer questions
Dr Robert C
Brace,
podiatrict, will answer questions on foot problems. The
Planned Parenthood Assn will
have a representative to

answer questions and hand
out literature.
Representatives of drug
abuse and alcohol abuse
groups will be present to tell
their stories. The American
Heart Assn. will have representatives at the fair to further
their interests.
One room will be turned over
to small projectors loaded with
films on subjects such as
hypertension, teeth care, contraception and hearing problems.
The refreshments will be on
the second floor, said RN
Castillo

ct 2.00, have a minimum of 60
semester hours and be in good
standing with the Division of
Student Affairs. The committee
may waive the m1mmum
qualifications if conditions
wanant
After the applications are
received by the faculty adviser, he will evaluate them
and rank each applicant according to his evaluation. The
evaluation and ranking will be
forwarded to th'e chairman of
the Publications Committee
who will call a meeting the first
Monday after April 15, April 16
this year.
The committee will study the
evaluation and applications.
Applicants must be on hand
for the committee meeting in
case an interview is desired.
Adviser for the publications
is Harry Quin.

1

Aprill
Is Deadline
April 1 is the deadline for
financial aid applications to
be turned in for the summer
session, according to Oscar
Garcia, assistant financial aid
director.
Applicants need an unofflctal transcript of their
grades along with a $2 fee.
Application forms may be
picked up at UC 108 if the
person applying is attending
Pan Am. If applicant is still
in high school, an application may be picked up at his
counselors office.
Applications must be turned In at UC 108. An analysis
of the application is made to
determine the financial aid
needs of a student.
Garcia went on to say,
"Financial aid is given on a
first come first served basis;
therefore. the sooner your
application is turned in, the
better your chances for financial aid

Filing Date Begins Soon
Filing date for the 1979 Campus general election
begins March 19 a m. and ends March 26 at 4 30 p m .
Petitions for candidacy can be picked up at the
Students Association office. University Center 314 Campaigning begins on March 27.
Election day5 will b~ April 3 and 4 . Polls will open at 9
am .. on ec1ch day. For more information call 381-2661
or come by the Students Associahon office The polls will
be at the Learning Resource Center and the University
Center

DOGS SEE IT TOO ·· PAU student and companion team up together to cheer for the
Bronc baseballers at last nights game
against South Dakota. (Photo by David
Krueger).

NEWSEVENTS
UMCM To Have Festival
The United Methodist Campus Ministry will sponsor a
Christian music festival March 17 at Anzalduas Park from 2 to
8:30 p .m.
There will be two musical groups, games, sing-songs and a
free supper. The meeting is open . In case of rain the festival
will be held at the Campus Ministry Building next to the campus.

Group Co-Sponsored
The UCPC Fine Arts committee and the PE and Health
Related Professions organization wlll co-sponsor Buster
Cooper and Company, a Dallas dance group. The group
will be giving master dance classes March 21 and 22.

Plans Are Underway
Plans are underway for Pan American Days 1979 The
celebration has been scheduled for April 16-20. according to
Dr. Arnulfo Martinez. vice president for Inter-American Affairs
Pan American Days is actually April 4. he said Since that
day falls on a Saturday. the celebration wiU begin on April 16
with the traditional opening flag ceremony
Activities are in the process of being planned. but are pending confirmation. Musical programs and plays are among the
activities which will be sponsored in conjuction with the
celebration
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Faculty News
Editor's Note: The Pan American has been asked
to use Items formerly submitted to the Faculty
Newsletter. In order that they may get wider
distribution. Herewith Is the first offering. Faculty
members having items may submit them to The
Pan American, Emilia Hall 100.

OMMENrARY
1Jon'tBeNegative, Love Everybody'
Letter to the Editor.

Several Pan American faculty members representing
biology, education and physical science are scheduled to
attend the Texas Academy of Science meeting at Arlington Friday and Saturday.
Dr. Robert H . Reeve. professor of the education
department of curriculum and instruction-secondary, will
present the problems of introducing to the Texas school
system a series of minicourses entitled The Individualized
Science Instruction ()SIS).
Dr. John W McBride will present a program being used at Pan Am for the training of science and math
teachers. Finally, representing the Education Department, Dr. Wilford Lee will be presenting a paper entitled
Extra-Sensory Perception in the Science Classroom. It
explores the problems faced by a science teacher when
encountering a pseudoscience
Representing the Biology Department, Dr. Terry C.
Allison and Dr Terry M. Schultz will present a paper of
the Toxcity of Two Environmental Contaminants (aniline
and pyrldine) to Tetrahymena (which is a small
protozoa). Dr Frank W Judd. will take along Pan Am
student Stanley Rodriguez who has done research on the
monosodium methanearsonate herbicide which is used in
cotton defoliation.
Dr E. W LeMaster from the Physical Science Department will give a talk, "Evaluation of a Model of Bidirectional Reflectance of a Vegetative Canopy." Associate
Professor of Mathematics. Dr J .E Chance will give a talk
on a mathematical model of solar radiation within a crop
canopy. William C. Shockley Jr., assistant professor of
Mathematics. Dr. J.E. Chance will give a talk on a
mathematical model of solar radiation within a crop
canopy. William C. Shockley Jr .. assistant professor of
physical science, will judge Junior academy papers. by
high school students throughout the state.

Activities Calendar
Listed are the calendar of
events for the weeks March
9-22.
March 9
8 a m.-5 p.m. Social Work
UC 305-305A
8a.m.-4:15p.m. Placement
UC 306-306A
8 a.m.-4 :30 p.m. HEP
UC Ballroom
March 10-18 the campus
will close for Spring Break.
March 19
8 a.m .-4 p.m . Fine
Arts/UCPC GA Gallery
10 a.m.-11:30 a.m. TSNA
Nursing Bldg. 114
3 p.m.-9 p.m. Delta Zeta
UC 305-305A
6 p .m.-8:30 p.m. Phi Kappa Theta UC 307
6 p.m.-10 p.m Kappa
Sigma UC 307A
6 p.m.-10 p.m. Kappa Delta
UC 306A
7 p .m.-8 p.m. Tau Kappa
Epsilon UC306
March 20
8 a.m .-4 p . m . Fin e
Arts/UCPC FA Gallery
10:25 a .m. -11:30 a.m.
Club de Espanol LA 205
10:30 a.m . -1 1:30 a .m.
CAMP SB 1
10:30 a .m .-11:30 a.m. IFC
UC305
10:30 a .m .- 11 :30 a.m. Pre
Law UC 306
10:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m .
Alpha Phi Omega UC 306A
10:30 a .m .- 11 :30 a .m .
Greek Council UC 307
5 p .m .-7:30 p .m. Ladies of
Camelot UC 306-306A

6 p m.-8:30 p .m. Delta Zeta
UC 305-305A

March 21
8:30 a.m.-4 p .m. Placement
UC 305
8 a . m.-4 p . m . Fine
Arts/ UC PC FA Gallery
10 a.m.- 11:30 a .m. TSNA
Nursing Bldg. 114
12 p m. - 1 p . m. Mass
Campus Ministry Center
6 p m .- 10 p.m . Inter·
colregiate Knights UC
306-306A
March 22
8 a . m .- 4 p.m . Fine
Arts/UCPC FA Gallery
8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Placement
UC 305
10:25 a.m. - 11:25 a.m.
Club de Espanol LA 205
10:25 a.m.-11:25 a.m. IFC
UC 306
10:25 a.m. • 11:30 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega UC 306A
10:25 a.m.-11:30 p .m . International Student Assoclation UC 307A
10:25 a .m .- 11:30 p .m .
Baptist Student Union UC
Circle
12 p .m .-1 p .m. Campus
Mlnistry Center
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It's a "love-in!" Taxpayers
"love" Pan American University for spending less on its

students than any other state
university . (Th e Pan
American. Feb 15. 1979)
We're also at the bottom of the
list for Federal monies as well

as State monies. Now. some
mc1y say we shouldn't brag
about being bottom of the list.
Some may even say we should
be spending twice as much.

ConManCaughtlnCookieJar
Letter to the Editor:
Almost. but not forgotten
Billie Sol Estes makes the
headlines once agaln. This is
not the first time Texas's
most notorious con man has
made the headlines.
Estes was recently caught
with his hand in the cookie
jar to the tune of $125,000
The latest scheme violated
the rules of his 1971 parole.
which stipulated that he
never engage in any self
employed or promotional
type activities. Estes, along
with other members of a
frudulent oil field steam•
cleaner rental company, if.
legally purchased $125.000
worth of land around

Abilene
Estes has not denied the
charges but he said the
"Jushce Department was
persecuting him " In answer
lo the statement made by
Estes. Jim Role. assistant
U.S al1orney. made a one
word statement. "hogwash •·
This in itself is a rather comical statement when you
stop 10 consider that Estes
got his start in high finance at
age 14 with 400 pigs
Hope may not be lost for
Estes though. because hrs
lawver. Michael Thornell.
seems to be on the ball
Thornell has cabled President Carter and asked him
to order Attorney General
Griffin Bell to review the

handling of the case
Thornell may have approached Carter at the right
time too, because Carter
seems to be paroling prominent people as of lately
Estes must be trying for
the old slap on the wrist
routine because after hts first
conviction he promised he
would abide by the rules of
his parole if he received it,
and now he tS trying to get
off all together.
One cannot help bul
wonder if there is not a price
tag on our system of jushce
You can bet on one th,ng
though: ,f there is one, Billie
Sol iust might come up wrth
enough monev to buy it
- Rex Spain

Just to catch up with the
average. But let's not be
negative: let's be positive and
Just love everybody!
The regents love and praise
the administration for our
bottom-rung ranking. The
politicians love the regents for
telling the press that being in
last place is really best. The
"taxpayers" love the politicians· what they don't know
about quality education can't
hurt them-•can it? And the
students? No one ever spent
much on us in our Valley
education before. so we love
every crumb we get After all.
"love means never having to
say you're sorry"
for lost
JOb and educational opportunities
"Love",
Celia Garza. class of 1977
Juan Vera. Senior
Joe Patton. Junior

PA UStudents Hit
By Spring Break Phobia
By KATHY OLIVAREZ
There's a hint of spring in
the air and with it many
students have a touch of spring fever. With spring break
just a few days away, many
students are making plans to
get away from it all. A random
survey was conducted among
students at Pan American
University to find out what
their plans for the holidays
were. The break is March
12-17.
If this survey is indicative of
the general student body, half
the students on the PAU campus will be found at Padre
Island over the spring break
Among those going to the
beach are Joe Evins, a
sophomore mass communications major from Edinburg;
Rick May. sophomore
engineering major from
McAllen; Leslie Sweeten,
sophomore mass communicalions major from Edinburg;
J orge Himenez, senior
management major from
McAllen and Pam Rendon,
sophomoreelementaryeducalion major from Edinburg.

Other students planning to
travel further are Sandra
Salinas. sophomore education
major from Pharr who wants to
go to Houston. Galveston is the
destination of Isabel Perez,
freshman psychology major
from Harlingen is destined to
Galveston Raul Cardenas,
freshaman law enforcement
major. plans to attend the
rodeo in Austin. David
Sayavedra. senior elementary
education major and Robert
Austin, sophomore medical
technology major from Mission. don't care where they go

as long as they get out of the
Valley.
Student's planning to travel
the furthest is Mike de Luna,
who plans to go lo Norfolk,
Va .. to visit some old service
buddies and "to see a few
chicks."
Perhaps the most unusual
answer to the survey came
from Dr. Marian Monta, head
of the communic<1tions depart•
men! of PAU Dr Monta plans
to travel to Kerrville "to watch
a bunch of crazy drama ma
jors, (who wish lo go caving).
descend 150 feet down in a
hole into a pile of guano"
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NOON
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New Uniforms Issued
Within the next three
months the security officers
of Pan Am will start wearing
new uniforms. The uniforms
are midnight blue and made
of DuPont Zelcon; a light but
tough material that resists
tears and is confortabl~ to
wear Along with the

uniforms Metropolitan hats
will be issued similar to the
Edinburg police department.
new Sam Browne belts,
whistles. flashlights. a new
arm patch and new badges.
The decision to change
uniforms was made by
Gregorio Salazar. chief

security at PAU.
The uniforms are the
same as the uniforms worn
at other university security
departments.
The new uniforms will
help students easily identify
the security officers
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44 Years OfExperience

Chemistry Professor Out Teaches All
By CYNTHIA GARCIA

Dr J , lell Elliott, currently a chemistry professor, has
been teaching at Pan American since 1935. Having
taught here for 44 years, Dr. Elliott has been with Pan Am
longer than any other professor or administrator.
He has noticed a few changes in the attitudes and
capabil1ties of Pan American students throughout his
years here: however. he believes that 1n many ways "they
haven't changed at all-they're all young people, growing
and learning "
Born In Missouri, Dr Elliott moved to Boulder, Colo.,
with his parents and attended the University of Colorado,
where he was awarded his bachelor's, master's and
PH. D degree~ in chemistry, with a minor in science and
math
When he first began reaching at Pan Am in '35, the
Un1vers1ty was known as Edinburg Junior College. Dr.
Elhott began teaching high school chemistry when he arnved because the Junior college and high school were In
the same school system. (They were separated m 1948).
In 1941 he became head of the Math and Science
department. The depanments were then divided and he
became head of the Chemistry department, a position he
held until five year~ ago. He now teaches full-time .
Dr. Elliott believes that the chief difference among
students who have come to Pan Am through the years Is
that there is a much more broader spectrum of students.
"When I first came here, not as many students went to
college. Fony years ago, very few high school graduates
even came to college."
Mexican Americans who were enrolled in Edinburg
Junior College were In the minority, rather than the maJOrity as they are now, according to Dr Elliott. "Only
about 10% of the student body was Mexican-American
when I first came here, now it's over 75% and I'm glad to
see it,·· he says.
Dr Elliott believes that today's students are not as well
prepared In math and science as they used to be.
However, he thinks this ts true everywhere.

PAUToOffer
Courses In Mexico
The PAU Office for InterAmerican Affairs and Interna-

tional Education In cooperation
with the UniveT'Slty of ArizonaGuadalajara Summer School,
will offer a six-week course In
Guadalajara, Mexico July
2-August 10; 1979
The six-week session In
Mexico will focus on a study of
the development ol Spanish as
a language from Its beginning
to modern times.
This year's program will
feature a free orientation tour
of Guadalajara July 3 and 4.
The city IS one of Mexico's
most Important historical, artistic and religious centers.
Mexico's second largest city,
with a population of approximately two miWon inhabitants,
dates from the colonial period
and is rich In architecture.

murals, paintings, sculpture,
tile and glass factories, potteries and native looms.
Classes will be held at Coleglo Cervantes, 10 minutes
away from the downtown area
and Its famous Cathedral,
Llbertad Market and Plaza de
Manachls Additionally, PAU
students may enroll In University ol Arizona courses that are
offered concurrently, such as:
Anthropology, Art, Folk Arts
and Crafts, Bilingual Education, Intensive Spanish, Folk
Dancing, Folk Music, History,
Poflttcal Science, Sociology,
Spanish language Grammar,
Conversation and literature.
Applicants shouls submit all
required information by May
15. Full tuition for students living with a Mexican family ls
$565, including a $65 depos1t

l
"They are part or my
immortality; in a sense
they're my children.'
says Dr. Elliot.

J
"We try to bnng people up to standard," says Dr
Elliott. According to him, Pan Am has always graduated
students who can compete with other universities
graduates.
Pan Am has grown at a relatively fast pace since Dr
Elliott began teaching. "We never dreamed we'd be
anything like this," he says . Dr Elliott recalls that the
growth didn't really begin until after WWII.
He notes two aspects of the rapid growth "The University can give students more choices, however, I don't get
to know students , When the total enrollment was 200, I
knew everybody," he says. ''I'd like to know more of the
students"
Dr. Elliott recalls the calm atmosphere at Pan Am during the 60's when unrest among college students was
prevalent, "Unrest was not see 111 on this campus as on
other campuses during the 60's The students here were
much the same as they were during my own college
career I felt fonunate to be there I think that during the
60's Pan Am students were grateful to be here and they
didn't want to mess things up."
He is proud of the fact that many of his ex-students are
now doctors, dentists, pharmacists and engineers who
are practicing their professions throughout the United
States
Dr. Elliott views PAU's future as being one of even
more growth. "We will remain a teaching rather than a
research lnslitution--lt's our mission," he says
Dr. Elliott's own future Includes retirement from fulltime teaching thls May After retirement he plans to work

on a computer program for his depanment as well as "a
number of other things I want to do around here-I'll be
sta\mg around "
Dr Elliott ls associated with a number of organizations:
the Kiwanis Club, the American Chemical Society (since
1935) the American Institute of Chemistry and the
American Assoclahon for the Advancement of Science
an honorary national organization. He has also been
honored with numerous awards throughout his teaching
career, however, he is proudest of his students
"They are part of my Immortality; In a sense, they're
my children " he added

r----------7

I Student Help Wanted I
I

+

Ka,,Red~
ready.

I

I
L s_:~J.!!~~!;'<!s..?!.5!9 t

KEN'S

P.O. Box 61

PIZZAFREEAI

Buy one,
get one &ee.

ken's

...... to.,...
NINl"9.

Yearbook Completed
Pan American University's yearbook staff completed work
on the 1978-79 yeaJbook Feb. 23 The book will be 304 pages
long, and will include numerous features on students at PAU
as well as the standard sections.
The yearbook wil be disbibuted sometime In Apnl or May In
the University Ballroom Students must have taken nine hours
either the fir;t c;emester or second semester to receive a copy
without additional payment, A PAU ID card also must be
presented to receive a yearbook, Plastic covers will be sold
during distribuhon for 50 cents

WIIITE FLOUI

PATOS

Try\:m - You'll love em
For Jcuter service
call order In

For That

Very Special Gift

Pori~➔
~ 6-1"'""41~ ..
• Watches

• Dwnonds
IIOH. 121ti

• Fine Jewelry
• Gifta For All Occasion,
IOIHIUIG

Hl-202

McAllen:
Corner of 2 ird & Pecan
682-3176
Hwy. 83 at 12th St.
Edinburg
Across from PAU

383-0725
Mission;
Hwy 83 & Bryan Rd.

585-4545
t-tarllngen.
601 S 77 Sunshine Strip

428-6224

*

*

*

*
*

*

ken's

*

we keep topping
ourselves.
McALLEN
500 N. 10

PHARR

BROWNSVILLE

1005 E. Hwy. 83 2489 tsoca Chica

*
*

*

*

*
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
682-5581

I

t

787-8824

I

-~----

that must accompany the ap
plication. Tuition without room
and board In a Mexican home
ls $262, Including a $30 non
refundable deposit.
Students interested In participating in the session may
contact Dr. Maritnez at
381-2131, 381-2133 or Dr.
Domfnguez at 381-3444 before
the May 15 deadline For addJ.
tional information on the
course or financial aid. call one
of the above numbi!r<

vacation or summer

I
full or part-ttme
I
I sales & sales promotlonl
I
must have car
I
I
two finger typist,
I
I willingness to work, I
I
good appearance
I
I
ADVANCE
I
I Community Newspaper I

787-8534

546-1614
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ELECTRONIC FEVER THERMOMETER
by Micronta®

Safe, flexible probe measures oral or rectal
temperature in seconds, making it ideal for
children. Battery extra. 63-652

PRINT/DISPLAY
DESK CALCULATOR
EC-3003 by Radio Shack®

SUPER COLOR SPECIAL!
3 ANTENNAS IN ONE
VHF/UHF/FM
by Archer®

Compares to antennas costing
up to 50% more' Improves reception of UHF/VHF-TV. FM and
FM-stereo. Gold Alodized~ finish
protects against rust. Factory
preassembled- JU St snap elements ,nto position. With signal
splitter. 15-1709

97 -~

95

99

SAVE•10
For home or office. Bright green 10-digit display, plus
a paper-tape printout for your records! Four-key dual
memory, auto-rounding, floating or automatic decimal.
With thermal paper. U.L. listed 65-646

ALPHA-NUMERIC CALCULATOR

CHARGE IT (MOS T STORES)

EC-4002 by Radio Shack

[Nidl
<:J

=:·~,
!.

N

........ \,, , •

,,

-

--

.., c>.. .:,•

Reg_
10995

··••=
a

OUR FINEST
ANTENNA ROTATOR

Cl a
a CII
iaaaaa
aaaa.•

Servo-Rotor® by Archer

BDDDD

DDDDD

?.~
59
6995

SAVE
•10

Actually a calculator/ directory-you "write
in" numbers and letters' Stores up to 30 lines
of 6 letters-15 digits. Keep phone numbers.
birthdays, special dates, lots more! 8-d,git
LCD display. 65-652

43-RANGE MULTITESTER
by Micronta

[

...

Fine-tunes your antenna
for finest possible TV or
FM reception from every
station ,n range' Reduces
ghosts and snow . U L.
listed 15-1220

SAVE
37°/o
Range-Doubler gives more ranges for accurate volt/amp readings. Measures AC and
DC volts, DC current, resistance. 50,000 ohms
per volt 22-204

WHEREVER YOU LIVE, WORK OR PLAY, THERE'S A RADIO SHACK STORE NEAR YOU !

383 - 4051
MA DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

LAS PALMAS SHOPPING CENTER

Most ,terns
also available at
Radio Shack
Dealers
Look for 1h1s
s,gn ,n your
neighborhood

llad1e
/haek
D E ALER

403 E. UNIVERSITY DR. EDINBURG
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
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8-TRACK
RECORDING TAPE
by Realistic

HALF
PRICE!
40 MINUTES

80 MINUTES

2 1
FOR
44-840

99

59

2 2
FOR

Reg.
99
1 Each

44-841

Reg.
Each

2 s9

Hear less hiss. more music' Special formula oxide coating
improves high-frequency response No l1m1t-stock up now'

AM/FM DIGITRON CLOCK RADIO
Chronomatic -209 by Realistic

AM/FM/PHON0/8-TRACK RECORD/ PLAY SYSTEM
Clarinette®-95 by Realistic®

SAVE
29°/o
Reg.
29995

Rise 'n shine to mus,c or buzzer alarm' 819 . easy-to-read green
display. snooze and sleep buttons ,ghted dral. earphone 1ack
Compact- fits on any nightstand 12 1514

SAVES70
A complete homP ,;tereo entertainment center. Record your own tapes from
phono, off-the-air, or use the m,ke Jacks or aux input Dual VU meters,
tuning meter. tape output. headphone Jack Three-speed changer has cue/
pause lever. auto-shutoff. and anti-skate. Three-way air-suspension
speaker systems in 22" high cabinets Includes hinged dust cover. Store
your 8-track tapes in the handy tape comrartment alongside the record
changer 13-1202

L

v,~·J (Cllt

STROBE LIGHT KIT
by ArcherKit

SAVE
33°/o
Gives ultra-brilliant blue-white flash thclt's
ad1ustable to · stop motion" o f almost anything that moves Easy to assemble 2s . 4019

CHARGE IT (MOST STORES)

WHEREVER YOU LIVE, WORK OR PLAY, THERE'S A RADIO SHACK STORE NEAR YOU!

383 - 4051

LAS PALMAS SHOPPING CENTER

Mos, items
al~o available al
Radio Shack
Dealers
Look to, lh•S

s,gn .n your

ne1ghbo•hood

ltad1e
lhaek
. __Dl!ALER
_ _ __ .

403 E. UNIVERSITY DR. EDINBURG
8A

DIVISION OF TANDY CORPOR ATION

PRICES MAY VARY AT INOIVIOUAL STORES
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Out Front in CB by a Country Mile

Drill

Ho/es to
• No
Trunk
M ounts on
o r A oof

~Ti ~ •

.

....._

~

COMPACT MOBILE CB WITH SWITCHABLE ANL
TRC-421 by Realistic.:•

deter tneit\
easv-oH to
BS Stain·
casv-on,
nannelC
ds
For 40 and 23-c ,1,11tnstands spe\
tee\ wn1P
r 2 , .,oo
\ess s
rn1\es per nou .
0 ver 55

SAVE
40%
~i.-i
~ ~

3-CHANNEL
WALKIE·TALKIE
TRC-82 by Realistic

SAVE 2 7%

95Ea.

21

· 11111111111

-··.. -

J

Reg.
2995 Ea.

Great for camping. boating.
any outdoor event. 300 mW
output. With batteries. cryst a Is for Channel 14 - add
optional-extra crystals for up
to 2 more. 2 1 -1604

r:ig?e~

;,

Fits in even the smallest veh icles! Big d igital LED
channel readout. LED modulation indicator a nd
light ed S/ RF meter . With locking plug-in mike.
Add a speaker and use as a public address
system. too! 21.1 530

ggss

CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES!

HOME/MOBILE*
UHF/VHF ·
4-BAND
SCANNER

~
•.

PR0-47 by Realistic

Wt..WII

IOUILCM

ii)

ii)

¥ ANUAL

95

129

Reg.
16995

SAVES40

SCAN

Hear police and f1re calls! Scans up to 10 channels
on VHF-Hi / Lo and UHF-Hi/ Lo Works on AC or 12V
DC. Requires up to 10 crystals. 20-142
*Mobile Use in Some St•tes 1nd loc1h11H May Be Unlawfut or Require a Permo

Check With local Authon1..s

CRYSTALS FOR PR0-47 SCANNER
Specify desired frequency

495 Ea .

FCC Type Accepted to, UN on
All 40 C B Ch•nnels

RADIO SHACK OWNS AND OPERATES 20 ELECTRONICS FACTORIES!

LAS PALMAS SHOPPING CENTER
383 - 4051
403 E. UNIVERSITY DR. EDINBURG

M ost ,t ems
also eva,leble at
Rad ,o Shack
Dealers
Look for th,s
s,gn ,n your
neighborhood

lladle

/haek
DEALIEA

-------

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
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Baseballers Smash Coyotes 6-0
Broncs Stand At 16-2
BY OSCAR G ARZA
Behind the five hit pitching of Norman Boss. the
baseballers exploded with a
large amount of offensive
firepower to crunch South
Dakota 6-0 Tuesday night to
raise their record to 16-2
Boss struck out 13 Coyote
batters en route to picking
his third victory of the
season with only one loss
The PAU pitcher got all
the support he needed in the
first inning as Leonard
Tyrone led off the game with
a sharp single. Gary Dipple
them beat out a 5i!Crifice
bunt with Tyrone advancing
to third
Roger Pena then ,troked
a Texas leaguer into ,hort
leftf1eld to plate both Tyrone
and D1pplc and give the
Bron<.:~ the early leud Marty
Green then knocked in Pena
for the final run of the Inning
and PAU led ~l-0
Thc1t ts illl Boss needed as
he coi\stcd the r,,st of the

way The trouble he did get
into was due to walks as he
totaled seven in the contest
Pan Am added two more
runs in the second inning
one move 1n the third to
round out the scoring. All in
all. the baseballers broke out
of a mild hitting slump as
they collected 11 safties in
the game. but the Broncs
committed one error.
Besides managing only
five hits off Boss. south
Dak"ta aided Pan am with
two costly miscues which
eventually led to Bronc runs
It cannot be said that the
v1s1tors did not have their
chdnce to -.core 1n the contest
In the l.'ight inning, the
Coyotes had tut into a dou
ole play
Finally in the ninth inning
Boss filled the bases on
walks but he forced a Co,
yote batter to ny out to
Tvrone to end the game and
record h,s shut out
The first inning saw Bos,
w,1lk two batter, after striking

out two other swingers and
to end the inning. the PAU
pitcher struck oout another
Coyote swatter
The Broncs play South
Dakota two more contests,
and then they host Eastern
Tennesse tongiht at 8· 15
pm
In baseball. all good teams
wl:i the close one·run games
and the Bronc baseballers
have been doing that of late
The newest v1ct1ms to this
trend were the visitors from
South Dakota a!. they bowed
to PAU 2 1. I O Monday
night
The Coyotes stubbornly
lo,t the contests as 11 took
a supreme Pan Am effort to
overcome defeat . The
gaml!s were ma111ly pitcher's
duel~ t1nd thi~ is where PAU
made hl.'adwav
At the beginnmng of the
sec1son. pitching was a big
que~llon mark for the head
coach Al Olgetree's troops.
but they have responded
well to the tough task so far.

Steve Winfield and Larry
Harris continued the doml
nance as they each tossed
three-hitters as Winfield raised his record to 4-0 and
Harris upped his mark to 1~1
Due to fine pitching of the
South Dakota pitchers,
Bronc batters were held at
bay through both contests as
they could manage eight hits

for both games.
Centerfielder Leonard
Tyrone aided Winfield by
knocking in one run and
plus he scored the winner in
the seventh inning on a
sharp single by third sacker
Herb Espinosa Both Espinosa and Tyrone are the cocaptains of the team
The second ttlt saw the

Broncs win due to a Coyote
error
In pitching. the pitchers
try not to throw more than
100 pitches in a game and
Harris and Winfield accomplished this task Winfield threw 93 pitches and
Hams tossed 96 plus he
struck out 12 South Dakota
batters.

Netters Take Consolation
Desp1h' playing 111 the
consol,ll1on bracket 111 the
Corpus Christi Tourney
March 2 ~\. the Bronc netters
did accomplish one ma,or
thing The Broncs. ranked
18th in the nation . defeated
the No lo team 111 the na110n ',ourh Carolina 5-4
and thi,, may be the spark
the team was looking for .
The netters returned No
It look the rest of the team
to pick up the slack and that

I John Picken to rhe starting
line,up and even though he
lost his match. his presence
on the court ~eemed to a1tl
the Broncs It was also ironic
that Derrick Segal. the No 2
player lost his singles match
1s what they did Alfonso
Gonu1lez. Josef Brabenec.
Dominic Oumillion and
Mark Roberts each won their
singles competition plus
Gonalez learned up with
Brabenec to win their

d~ubles match and help
PAU l'~cc1pe with a narrow
victory
The netters now play
Vanderbu1lt tod<'y at the Orville Cox tennis courts at
1.30 p m Following this
match. they compete in the
Border Olympics in Laredo
then they play Clemson
Monday in McAllen with two
matches scheduled next
Wednesday and Thursday in
Edinburg against Arkansas
State and Drake

DEEP CONCENTRATION ·· Nor- to picking up his third victory of
man Boss readies himself for the season against only one loss.
another South Dakota batter. (Staff Photo by David Krueger)
Boss fanned 13 Coyotes en route

A BriefLook At. • •
Trac k

After fine showing In the
Border Olympics Mar 3 in

which PAU placed three
runners in the 880 yard run
and one in the mile run. the
Pan Am thinclads travel to

Records Fall In Fznal Season Statistics
It was a year of ups and
downs for the basketball
Broncs as they finished the
season with a I 3 I 3 mark
With final season slats completed records fell and the
final season mark was very
dece11.111g

PAU
managed
to
outscore their opponents by
four points 79 7 to 75 7
It was the year of the

shooter and the rebounder
a, senior Rex Spain shot the
eye~ out of thl.' basket He
ripped the nets for 15 2
points per game. a solid
average. but he made 63
percent of his shots and
this established a new PAU
record for fieldgoal percen
tage
The old mark was held by
Reese Stovall in 1972 as he

shot a 58 7 clip
Not only did Spain shoot.
he gathered missed shots or
as they are called rebounds
He garnered 12.5 per game
and this gives Spain an opportunity to finish 111 the Top
Ten in the nation for rebounds
Senior Danny Salisbery
had a solid year all the way
around . He led the team in

~oring with 21 4 points per
game plus he handed out
I 18 assists This is the
first time any Bronc player
led the team in scoring and
assists. He also had 39
blocked shots. also tops on
the team
The other senior. Jim Ed
Holland. was 8-8 from the
free throw line and this mark
also set a PAU record As

the playmaking guard. Hol
land threw out 91 assists. but
take into account that he
started only half the season
With three seniors
graduating. head coach Bill
White got needed supporl
from Billy Bailey. Donnie
Thompson and Donald Knight and he got 1t this year as
each one had solid years
and they will be counted on
heavily next season.

~*************************************
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PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY BASKETBALL STATISTICS 1978 · 79
26-GAME TOTALS
(FINALS)
(13-13 record: 9-3 home, 4-10 road)

Min
Pld FGM-FGA Pct.

Player,

i(
i(
i(
i(
i(
i(
i(
i(
i(
i(

DANNY SALISBERY
BILLY BAILEY . .
REX SPAIN
. . ..... , .
LARRY CORBIN
JEFF SMALLWOOD .
DONNIE THOMPSON
DONALD KNIGHT
J IM ED HOLLAND.
RONJONES ...
SAM SCOTT . • . . . . . . . .
DENZIL DEAN . . . . . . . . .
MATT SITES
........
STANLEY LETT . .. . .. .. ..
PAU Totals . . . . . . .
Opp Totals . . . . .. . ..

·

959
865
9 18
520
49 1
344
230
466
118
146
140
17
6
5250
5250

Pct.

Reb.

233-454
.5 13
91-112
813
173-370
470
51-62
.823
145-227 .639 + 104-1683
619
86-172
.500
45-56
.804
40-92
.435
30-44
.682
41-95
.432
30-4 2
.714
33-57
579
18-27
667
25-52
.481
8-8
1.000
20-56
.357
2-3
667
24 -53
.453
10-16
.625
17-54
.315
5-5
1 000
0-2
.000
2-2
1.000
0 -1
.000
0-0
.000
838-1685
497
396-545
.727
857-1784 .480
253-38 1
664

2 37
60
325

Salisbery first PAU top scorer to lead team m

FTM-FTA

llO
45
43
42
39
11
34
25
1
0
1106
945

Reb.
Avg.

Ast To-St

9.1
2 6
12 5
44
2 5
2.2
20
1.8
0.8
1.7
18
0.3
0 0
42.5
36 3

118 & 98-54
107 57-33
59 77-49
36 51-25
93 56-21
69 38-17
21 13-14 +
9 1 28-19
23 10-5
9 17-3
16 18-3
5 5-0
1 0-0
648468-2• 3
516415-2< V

Pts.

Avg.

79-2
557
55-3
399
93-3
394
58-2
217
38-0
110
28-0
112
15-0
84
34-0
73
17-1
42
17-0
58
15-0
39
3 -0
2
0-0
0
450-13 2072
500-20 1967

21 4
17 .3
15 2
8 7
6 1
5 6
4 0
3 3
3.2
29
28
0 7
0 0
79.7
75 7

Pf•DQ

assists .,, --Spain set all-lime FG % record .

""'Jllf"

Jt
Jt
""'Jllf"

Jt
Jt
Jt
Jt
Jt

*
*

*
~**********************************•
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Blocked shots Salisbery 39. Spain 15. Corbin 9. Knight 8. Thompson 6: Holland. Bailey and Jones 3 each: rest 0 . (PAU 85. Opp 721

Houston to participate m the
Rice lnv1tahonal Mar. 10.
Houston, Tv.xas, Rice c1nd
Lamar will join PAU in the
meet
At the Border Olympics
the Broncs participated in
the college d1vis1on and Ale
JO Castillo captured first in
the 880. Paul Vega took second and Gert Moller firnsf>ed in third All three had
good times with Castillo and
Vega running a I 53 and
Moller posting a 1 53 3
Billing raced to fifth place
in the mile with a 4:lb 6
Gymnasllc 11

Paced by Rosanne
Olivarez who placed sixth in
the vault. fourth in the
balance beam. third in floor
exercises. the Pan American
gymnastic.s team placed
third in the Corpus Christi
Gymnastics meet Mar 3
Sophia Leal aided the
team's cause by finishing
sixth in floor exercises and
sixth in even bars
A tentahve meet has been
scheduled for Mar 16 with
Texas A & M
Jntram ure la

Following 66 volleyball
games. a winner hlls been
crowned the Quetzals
The team was comprised
of Celia Garza. R uben
Rosales. Cynthia Billescas.
Cipriano Gallardo, Maricela
Trevino. Jos Sevilla. L1d1a
Sandoval and George Gar
cla.
In the runnerup position
was the Camp team and
they were followed by the
IK's in third and m the fourth
position was the LAE squad
Fraternity Baaketball

a.

Fraternity basketball Is
almost over and the Phi
Kappa Theta Fraternity
came out the c.hampions.
This came about with the
close 53-4 7 victory over
Phi Sigma Kappa March 4 . -
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Career Day Is Way To Explore
Employers of more than
80 organizations will be on
campus today from 8 a m .
to 3 p .m . for the Annual
Career Day to talk to
students and alumni, according to Romulo Martinez Jr .
director of Career Planning.
Placement and Testing.

Employers include among
others. school districts. TV
stations. law schools. police
departments. oil companies,
computer corporations and
departments of human
resources.
Martinez said the main
purpose of Career Day is to

enable students to find out
early in their career what
jobs are available in their

students should meet at least
five recruiters. Sophomores
should talk to 10 represen-

particular fields. Employers.
as they talk to students. advise them what type of part-

tatives, Juniors should not
meet less than 15. and

time job they should try to
obtain to get experience.
what courses they should

seniors should meet all
recruiters so that they will

take. what type of extracurricular activities they can
get involved in in order to

have a better opportunity of
finding employment after
graduation.

develop skills, and what type
of environment they will be
working in.

"In order for an individual
to make a good realistic
career choice. he must know
what is available." said

According to Martinez, all
students should meet

Martinez "He cannot know
wh<1t 1s ilvaiiable unl.,.ss

recruiters by name and
know what agency recruiter
represents . Freshman

, dr.,..-1 .-xµlurauon ldktis
plac.i Career Dav 1s the best
source of exploration

:r
-

-

Mary Ann Cunningham from Joske's of Texas
representated the company during Career Day
last year.

Valley anchorman, Mark Jones, of KRGV spoke
to students about their careers.

Sonic Drive-In
1205 S. Closner
Edinburg, Tex.

383-9304
C

•

¥•

L

Folkloric Team• Dancers in costumes from stat~ of Chilapas to per- _ J
form Friday at 8:15 p.m. in the PAU Fine Art s Auditorium .
Front
row: Belinda Flores, Pharr; Mary Garza, Mercedes; Yolanda Garza,
Pharr; Juanita Guerra, La Sara; Thalia Cano, Elsa; Petra Cantu,
Edinburg and Amalia Mata, Mercedes. In the back row are: Fran k
Mui'loz, Mission; Jose Cano, Elsa and Eric Conteras, McAllen.

'Winnie The Pooh' Production Ventures To Town
"Winnie the Pooh." a pl~v
sponsored hv the Pan Arr,, •

rican Alumni Assoc1ahon
will he presented March I'{

PR0~~:=~~~•1
Adoption?

Abortion?

'limited will appear in the
play The cast. made up of
children. teenagers and
adults. will recreate the fan
tasy world of Winnie the
Pooh
There are three daily performances . al 10 a m . I
pm and 8 pm.

Pregnancy Testing • Counseling • Referrals

We Want To Be Your

14 at the McAllen Civic
Center The play is directed
by ,Janice Courtney and
mf'mher, of the Theater Un

CALL
(512) 828-9316
San Antonio, Texas
lla-fnllllllllllfflllUIUUJUllltlNIIIIIIIIIIIIIININllftlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Ch1ldr.,.n's tickets may be
purchased at $ I for day per
formanrl:'s and $1 .'10 for

Contact Le ns Spe cia list

WE OFFER
•

night performances Adult
tickets are $2 50 The
deadline for schools to make
reservations lo "Winnie the
Pooh" 1s March 9
Geraldine Baldwin. Aluni
Assn director. said. "The
purpose of the presentation
1s lo raise money for the
Alumni Association. in
order. that we can award
scholarships to students. as
well as to recogni;:e oulslan
ding faculty members "
Elementary education ma
can heneflf from the
play "It can ~how them how
effoct1ve drcimc1 can he in
leaching children." Sh11
add~ T1ck11t, may he pur
d1.,wd dt the c1iumnu Asso
nt1lion of11n'. or <1t the door
JOT~

Hard and sott contact lenses
Sunglasses
Fashion Eyewear

"'<..- - - - ~

0'111:4

LEARN NEW SKILLS

HIGH FASHION SHOES
for the young woman

816 South Main
McAllen, Texu

FAMOLARE.

SBICCA.

687-7224

JO" Dl«ount to PAV Stvdmts

2110

N. 10th SHOPPING CENTER

BASS

•

682-1151

McAllen

IN
HANDLING STRESS
Sat March 24

10-3

Please call for registration
686-1854
. 21;,S. Broactwa,NcAU-
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Student's Association
Elections Launched
The 1979 Student's
Association general elections
will be held April 3 and 4.
The filing date for the
election began Monday and
will end March 26 at 4:30
p .m
Petitions for candidacy
may be picked up at the Student's Association office, UC
314. The petition must have
at least 50 signatures and be
returned to the SA office by
March 26.
The SA positions available
are president and vice-

president. as well as various
student senate positions
Candidates for president or
vice-president must have a
running mate; students cannot run for these two posi•
tions individually
Two student senators-atlarge will be selected. Two
senators from each of the
schools on campus
Humanities ,
Social
Sciences, Business, Science
and Math and Education
also will be elected.
Two student senators will
also represent the graduate
schools.

2-5-:-"'~4

SPRING BREAK

The Allied Health Division
will have one student
senator to represent them.
The men's and women's
dorms will have one student
senator each, to represent
them.
Campaigning will begin
March 27. The polls will be
in the LRC lobby and at the
UC. they will open at 9 a.m
on each day. For more information. students may call
381 2661 or come by the
Student's Association office,
UC 314.

SNEA Wins State Award
The Pan American University Student National
Education Association received the state human relations award for outstanding
efforts in improving human
relations in 1978-79 at the
Texas Student Education
Association state convention
March 1-3 at Houston

Correction •••
Dates for the spring vacation of the Edinburg public
schools are April 13-20 and
not April 9-13 as was noted
in a story in The Pan
American.
These dates include Good
Friday and the week after
Easter.
The Easter holiday at Pan
American Includes Thursday
and Friday prior to Easter.
The Spring Break was
March 12-16.
Spring break dates for
McAllen and PSJA public
schools are April 9-13, coinciding with Holy Week

The award will be commemorated by a monetary
donation from TSEA to the
Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Freedom Hall, where
a plaque In the archives will
pay tribute to the PAUSNEA chapter for their
achievement in human relations activities
At the convention the
PAU-SNEA organization
also received an Emphasis
'79 Award for working to Improve student involvement
in the local association
Seventeen of the 120member organization attended the state convention.
Debra Pepper Powers was
elected vice-president of the
state association, while Santa Arriaga, Linda Torres,
Rosalva Acevedo and Paul
Tessmer were elected to
state standing committees
Delegates attending the
state convention Include·
Debra Powers, Dorotea
Enriques, Santa Arriaga,
Gina Silquero, Florinda
Garcia, Rosalva Acevedo,
Hector Sandoval, Mary

Alice Karle, Jorge Botello
and Paul Tessmer. Alternates who attended are Elva
Carreles, Gloria Cantu, Norma Lopez, and Lucy Herrera Those attending as
observers are Diana Reyna,
Luis Garcia and Rosia Nellie
Gomezlez
Co-advisors for the PAUSNEA are Eustolia Perez
and Dr. Elizabeth Gratz.

WOMEN WATCHERS - "Well Sam, they said this place would be

swarming with PAU's beach beauties. Shall we check out the Jetties next." (PAU Photo by David Krueger).

Activies Scheduled For Health Fair
March 26 is the date for
the Health Fair to be conducted in the Nursing
Building first and second
floor from 9 a .m to 2 p.m.,
according to Dora Castillo,
RN. coordinator of the Student Health Service at
Emilia Hall.
Activities schedule vary
from blood pressure and
weight checks to films on
weight reduction and nutrition.

VEHICLE CRUNCH

The - American Cancer
Society will present a film on
Breast Cancer and Betsy
Breast will be the model for
demonstration. Dr. Ralph
Jackson, optometrist from
McAllen, will conduct an eye
screening test
Other screening test will
Involve a hearing test by
Jack Rainwater and a
diabetic and anemia screen-

ing test by PAU's Medical
Technology Laboratory
Ruben Cervantes of the
Public Health Department
will be on hand to answer
questions on VO
Dr
Robert Brace .
podiatrist, will answer questions on foot problems. And
the Planned Parenthood
Assn will have a represen
tative to answer questions
and hand out literature.

Representatives on drug
abuse, alcohol abuse and
American Heart Association
also will be present.
A viewing room will be set
up with small projectors with
films on subjects as
hypertension, teeth care,
contraceptives and hearing
problems

Refreshments will be served on the second floor

I Property Damaged By Driver
Another PAU light post
was knocked over at 2· 15
p m., March 8. making II the
third time in three weeks that
a light post was damaqed
According to Joe Ponce
of PAU's Traffic and Security Dept , an older man was
driving west on Hwy 107
when he drove off the
highway into the ditch (in

front of the campus). ran in
to a sign approximately 100
yards from the administra
tion building parking lot en•
trance. and continued
through the ditch until his
double-cab pick up hit the
elevated pavement At this
point. the truck flew across
the entrance. knocking over
the stop sign and uprooting
the light post

The driver. who was
charged with DWI, was
treated on-the-scene by
PAU Nurse Dora Castillo.
He was then taken to Edinburg General Hospital by the
Edinburg police.
PAU Traffic and Security
Officer Rene Pena was the
investigating officer for the
incident.

Comn1ercial Designed By Students

•
DRIVER WRECKS ·· The third light post on campus was knocked
over by a driver charged with DWI. The speeding sign was hit first,
the driver then continued through the ditch until hitting the light
post in front of the Administration building. (PAU Photo by Harry
Quin).

For those students who
watched prime time television during the spring break,
one may have seen an animated bank commen,lal
which was totally produced
by Pan American art students.
The commercial shows
the construction from bare
ground to a complete 17
story building of the McAllen
State Bank.
Under the direction of Jim
Humphrey, advertising art

instructor at PAU. and Dick
Wade. head of media gra•

phics at the Learning
Resource Center (LRC). the
animated commerclal's art
work (which required over
800 Individual pieces of art)
was completed by PAU art
students.
According to Humphrey,
the work done by the
students Is very similar
to the techniques used by
Walt-Disney and HannaBarbera in their animated

cartoons. "For every second
seen on the television screen. 48 Individual pictures
had to be drawn and painted
for the commercial" said
Humphrey
The students that worked
on the animated commercial
are: Dolores Andrade. Joseph Arriaga, Elma Chavez.
Alta Forsage. David Keyes.
Tim Lookingbill Sally
McGee. Kim Murphree.
Esau Pena and [1 war
Rodnguez
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Professor & Student Take Up Project At Zoo
By JEAN ANN DARNALL

The three female members of the Great Ape family
reside at Gladys Porter Zoo at Brownsville , Dr. Ruder and
her students began workmg with t~e apes in June, 1977.
The apes are being taught American sign language, which
is used by approximately 200,000 deaf Americans. The
branch of the sign language taught to the apes is called
Ameslan which consists of gestures, each signifioing a

Have you ever talked to a Great Ape? Dr. -Wendy
Ruder, assistant professor for Pan American University's
Behavioral Science Department, and seven PAU students
communicate with a gorilla named Sukari, and two
orangutans, Holly and Amanda on a regular weekly
basis.

\

,,
I

PEEK-A-BOO • Holly, 5-year-old orangutan
shown left, plays peek-a-boo with Dr. Wendy
Ruder as she teaches Sukarl, 4-year-old

gorilla shown right, sign language. (Photo by
Jay Ruder).

Freshman Brings
To Life' Carvings
By JULIE SMITH
Ivory So;pbrings to mind
many traditional uses and
ideas, such as taking a bath,
washing dishes, softness for a
baby and washing your "fine
delicates." But, a different
use was Invented around 11
years ago and it is now going
to be revealed. What is It? CarYing, of course.
Refugio Recio, a freshman
from Edinburg started carving
figures from soap in 1968
when he was in the Vietnam
War. When Recio was not
working, he just sat around
with nothing to do. "I just
wanted to start doing
something, so I picked up a
bar of soap and started to
carve," said Recio.
The first figure Recio carved
was a fish. He enjoyed doing it
and liked the way it turned out,
so he kept on carving. Other
carvings he has done indude a
Peace Hand, an African Indian,
the Professor, the Frontiersman, the Drill lnstructor, the

Contemporary, the Tiger and
the Crucifix.
For a special touch of uniqueness, Recio used soap
shavings to make a racoon
skin hat for the Frontiersman,
and also for the fur around his
jacket. What's a Davy Crockett
or Daniel Boone without either
of these? The Tiger also has
it's own uniqueness achieved
by Zest. Recio used blue Zest
for the tigers eyes, and he used gold Zest for the stripes.
Recio uses simple materials
for his unusual hobby: a bar or
soap, a knife that is made for
softwood and a toothpick. The
first thing Recio does when he
decides to carve something Is
to imagine the figure in his
mind. Next, he draws the
figure in a sketchy manner on
the bar of soap with the
toothpick. Then he begins to
carve and brings "to life" a
detailed figure of beauty.
All of Recio's figures are
done with even the smallest of
details. He carves what he

sees, and the finished product
"My carvings may not be perfect in
other people's eyes," said
Recio, "but they are to me
because they are what I see."
Recio Is manied and has two
children; a daughter and a
son. He says that his son, his
"main man," wiU someday be
the owner of his cherished caris his own creation.

10:25 a .m .-11:25 a.m.
Espanol LA 205
8:30 a .m .-4 p .m. Placement
UC 305
.
10:45 a.m.-11:30 a .m. IFC
UC306
10:45 a.m.- 11 :30 a .m .
APO UC 306A
10:45 a .m. -11:30 a.m.
BSU Circle
12 p .m.-1 p.m. Campus
Ministry 1615 W. Kuhn
8 a . m.-4 p . m . Fine
Arts/UCPC FA Gallery
10:30 a .m. - 11:30 a.m .
USWC LA 110
7 p .m.- 11 p.m. Alumni UC
306-306A
.
March 23
7:45 a .m.-4:15 p .m . Place•
ment UC 306-306A
8 a.m. -4 p . m . Fine
Arts/UCPC FA Gallery
6:30 p .m .- 11:30 p .m .
CAMP Ballroom

March 24

8 a.m.-2 a .m. UCPC Concert Fieldhouse
March 25
3 p .m-4:30 p .m. Kappa
Sigma UC 307-307A
2:30 p.m.- 4 p .m. Kappa
Delta Ballroom
6:30 p .m .-8:30 p.m. APO
UC 307-307A
1 p .m .-4 :30 p .m . IFC
Gymn.
March 26
10 a .m .-11:30 p .m . TSNA
N 114
5 p .m.-9 p .m. DZ UC
305-305A
6 p .m .- 10 p .m . KD UC
306A
6 p .m .-8:30 p.m. Phi Kap
UC 307
6 p.m.-8:30 p .m . Kappa
Sigma UC 307A
7 p .m .-8 p .m. TKE UC 306

TEACH OVERSEAS' For de ..lb. wnd

wH'-addre:ued, 11Amped, long envelope
Box 1049. San Diego, CA

10, Teaching,

92112
MEN' WOMEN• JOBS..CRUISE SHIPS··
FREIGHTERS No experien« High Poy1
See Europe. Hawaii. Austtalia. So

Ame.rlca. Career Summer! Send S3 85 for
"1fo to SEAWORLD CH. Box 6 1035.
S.C10 • CA 95860
JOBS M /f1

SAILBOATS• CRUISE SHIPS! No ex•
pelience. Hogh Pay S« ~mbean.

Hawal.l, Europe. World1 Summer Career
Send $3,95forinfo. toSEAWORLO, CH,
Box 60129, Sacro . CA, 95860
EXOTIC JOBS•

LAKE TAHOE CALI

IJttle exp Fanwli< top, !pay) $ 1700
.$4()()(). summer 35.000 l)<lople nttded In
Caslnoes. River Rafts' Send $3 95 for info
10 LAKEWORLO. CH, Box 60129.
Sacto . CA 95860.
CONTACT LENS WEARERS Save on

brand name hard or soft lens supplies
Send for free llluitt,oled cotalog Cont&cl

Lens Supplies. Box 7453. Phoenix, AZ
85011
Mbtg~re1 Gullene.z, a siudent at Harvard
Medical School. will be on the Htond floor
of the Nursing Educdlion Bulldtng Mllrch
28 from 8 a.m to 4 :30 p m 10 I.elk lo

,,______:Activities-------==
March 22

Classified Ads

March 27
10:25 a .m .- 11:25 a .m .
Espanol LA 205
10:30 a .m .-11:30 a .m.
CAMP SB 1
10:30 a . m .-11:30 a .m .
SNEA Ed. 119
10:35 a .m .- 11:25 a .m. IFC
UC 305
10:35 a .m .- 11:25 a .m.
CSO UC 305A
10:35 a .m .- 11:25 a .m .
APO UC 306A
10:35 a .m .- 11:25 a .m .
Greek Council UC 307
10:35 a .m.- 11:25 a .m . ISA
UC 307A
5 p .m .-7:30 p .m. Ladies
UC 306-306A
6 p .m .-8:30 p .m. DZ UC
305-305A
10:30 a .m .- 11 :30 a .m.
USWC LA 110
10:30 a .m -11:30 a.m.
Rodeo Club SB 216
10:25 a.m.- 11:35 a .m. ISA
307A

students Interested \n careers in mechclne.
dentistry and public heahh and who ore in•
terested 1n attending Harv,111rd MinorftieS
and 01her tnterest~d are invited to talk to
her

word of idea. Dr. Ruder said that this form of sign
language is a simple form because it often does not deal
with the different tenses of words.
Sukari, Holly and Amanda are being taught signs
through a "molding" technique. This involves shaping the
apes hands into the proper sign for an object or activity
while in its presence. It is done repeatedly until the animal
associates the sign with ,ts meaning, and begins making
the sign without help.
Sign language has been taught to gorillas in other areas
of the United States. One such gorilla, a 7-year-old
female named Koko, has mastered a working vocabulary
with 375 regular and appropriately used signs.
A female chimpanzee named Washoe has mastered
proximately 200 signs, according to Dr. Ruder. They
were both reared in a home situation by people. Dr.
Ruder said that she chose to work with orangutans
because, to her knowledge, there haven't been any prior
attempts to leach them sign language
Dr. Ruder has assessed the number of reliable signs used by two of her subjects. Sukari, the gorilla. is 4-years
old. and can use 13 reliable signs. She uses the signs for:
apple. ball, come, drink, food, fruit, hat, love-hug, more,
please, smell, thump and tickle She remains in her
natural home at the zoo while Ruder and her students
work with her. Dr Ruder said that Sukarl was the first to
respond. Her first sign was more. She is eager to please
and wants attention, according to Ruder
Holly, the 5-year-old orangutan, was assessed at being
able to use 11 reliable signs. They include: come, down,
food, go, hat, more, open. smell, swing, that and, up. Amanda, the other female orangutan, is only two years
old. Her sign language lessons have started, but her
achievements have not been assessed yet.
The three apes are worked with individually by at least
two persons. Their lessons are conducted by one person,
while the other records in a log book what transpelrs.
Mistakes made by the apes are kept track of in the log,
and are divided into form errors and conceptual errors.
The students and Dr. Ruder begin working with the
apes at 11 a .m .. and spend an hour with each of the
three. The sessions are a combination of play and training. A box of toys is used in the training.
Signs learned by the apes have only individual meanings. Dr. Ruder said that what is most Interesting is to
observe the combinations the apes make with the words.
They have put them together to form sentence fragments.
Human developmental stages and the stages of apes
are very similar. Studying these ape subjects through sign
language indicates the evolution of the ability to communicate through the use of language, according to Dr.
Ruder.
She said that the apes are very confident and peopleoriented animals. They are also very affectionate.
The three apes are on a diet of oranges, grapefruit,
bananas, boiled eggs, onions, breaci with vitamins, horse
meat, monkey chow and various types of dried fruit.

Dr. Ruder and her students' research makes up the first
continuous project between Gladys Porter Zoo and PAU.
Ruder is a graduate of Oklahoma State University, and
earned her PhD in ex.perlemental psychology. She has
been with PAU for four and a half years.
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Singer To Visit
University Center Programs Council (UCPC) will present Ron Viramontes In concert Saturday at 8 p.m. at the
Pan American University Field House.Viramontes currently has a single. "What A Rose." on
the market. The concert will feature Martin Viramontes
and the Moon Pie Dance Band.
Admission charge will be $4 for PAU students, $5
general admission and $7 at the door. Tickets may be
purchased at University Center 205.
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Students To Receive Scholarships

Director Addressee • Dr. Josue Gonzalez,
director of bilingual education in the U.S. Office of Education, was t he keynote speaker
at Pan American University's Language
Forum March 9. (PAU Photo by Kelly
Leimon).

BilingualDirector
Leaves J,npression
by Beverly Byrd
and Kelly Lelmon
PAU Information Services
Thousands of children have been the source of discrimination for years. At least, that's the impression one
leaves with after hearing Dr. Josue Gonzalez speak.
Gonzalez, director of bilingual education in the U. S.
Office of Education presented the keynote address at Pan
American University's two-day Language Forum March
9. About 150 people were on hand to hear the native
Valleyite.
Children who were not born into English speaking
homes have had a rough time in the United States when it
comes to receiving a proper education, according to Dr.
Gonzalez.
"In the past, our society hasn't been geared to the nonEnglish speaking child. Many people felt that if a child
didn't speak English it was their problem, not ours," said
Dr. Gonzalez.
But, all that is changing now. Bilingual education finally
is being taken seriously.
"Ifs fitting to ask why it took until 1979 to really begin
to be concerned with formal processings of language assessment," he said.
This is largely because of an increasing interest on the
part of parents and educators in the Inequities of education we have found in this country, and also because of
the increasing actions by the government to try to correct
some of those inequities, continued Dr. Gonzalez.
During the last quarter century, there have been many
legal and judicial actions that have led us to where we are
today.
The earliest ruling came In 1954 in Brown vs. The
Board of Education . This ruling ended the concept that
some students just don't make it ln school and it wasn't a
social responsibility that we had lo worry about these
students.
Several things got underway as a result of the '54 decision, the most important being that the federal government was to become very involved in the affairs of educa
tion around the country, said Dr. Gonzalez.
In 1974, the United States Supreme Court entered the
arena. The justices ruled in favor of the Lou vs. Nichols
case. This case involved Chinese parents who felt their
children were being denied equal education because they
were not English speakers, they weren't enrolled in bilingual programs and they weren't being instructed in any

Three Pan American University students have been
nominated to receive scholarships to attend the annual
Southwestern Life Leadership Institute which will be held
in Dallas March 23 - 25.
Pan American students attending the Institute are John
David Franz, Rudy Juarez and Alfredo Rodriguez. Two
alternatives were also nominated. They are Diana
Canales and Joel Wilsher. The alternates would substitute
for one of the recipients if for any reason one of them was
unable to attend.
The Institute provides an intensive training experience
in leadership and communications skills, according to Dr.
Gilberto de los Santos, PAU Dean of Students.
The program specifically includes training techniques
for motivational skills. combating apathy, effective communication, a study of leadership styles, building a successful leadership team within an organization, conducting successful meetings, and a number of other management and leadership skills.
A laboratory method of learning will be used with small
developmemt groups of eight individuals working
together as a training team. Training will be provided by
the President of National Leadership lnstitute's. Robert T.
"Sonny" Davis.
Scholarship recipients were selected on the basis of
their outstdnding leadership and potential. These are
students who have demonstrated outstanding leadership
skills and who presently or potentially occupy key leadership roles on campus and who have the best opportunity
for employing the skills and passing them on to others.
John David Franz Is an 18-year old sophomore majoring in political science and minoring in speech. He is a
debater on the PAU forensics team and has won awards
in debate competition throughout the State.

---------------

special English programs either.
Using the Civil Rights Office memorandum as a guide,
the High Court said it wasn't the children's problem that
they didn't speak English . . . it was our problem. The
Court agreed ii was a child's right to learn whether or not
he or she spoke English.
After that, the foundation was laid for bilingual education. but there was still a long road ahead. Ways had to be
found to correct language deficiencies. New policies
began to be implemented but problems existed -- the
main one being how to identify these children, he said.
And, ii seems like that is where bilingual education is
today. Texas uses five different tests to assess English deficiencies. According to teachers attending and participants
of the Pan Am Language Forum, these tests are far from
being perfect.
However, if Texas has a long way to go, so does the
rest of the country." On a nationwide basis, we aren't doing an adequate Job with bilingual education," said Dr.
Gonzalez. "But, we are improving," he continued.
Dr. Gonzalez said only one question needs to be asked
to find out if a school has a good bilingual education program . . . "Is that program good enough for me to want to
enroll my children?

Franz is a second year member of the Intercollegiate
Knights, a national honorary service fraternity, holding
the rank of Viceroy. He represents the fraternity in the
Inter-Service Council and as a member of the council.
Franz was elected to serve as Senator to the Pan
American University Student Association. He also chairs
the fiscal operations committee. John David and his lab
partner Josie Medina, recently won a scholarship for the
best lab project in Biology 1402. Franz is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny.Franz of Hidalgo.
Rodolfo Juarez is a Pan American sophomore majoring in mass communication and minoring in English. He
is past associate editor of the University Center Programs
Council (UCPC) and is in charge of publicity.
Juarez came to Pan American University after serving
three years In the U.S . Army where he was awarded the
Army Commendation Medal for excellent service In the
field of mass communications. After his release from active duty he served one year with the Texas National
Guard and is a life member of the Texas National Guard
Association. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jose S . Juarez
of Weslaco.
Alfredo Rodriguez is a sophomore majoring in mass
communications and minoring in government. Alfredo
presently serves on the student court as a student justice.
He is vice president, pledge master and pledge president
of Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity. He also
represents the fraternity in the Inter-service council.
Rodriguez also takes an interest in local political activities. Last Fall he conducted a voter registration drive in
Edinburg. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesus Rodriguez.
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"We design and set diamond
rings to your own style"
Master Charge • Bank Americard
Stinnett's charge
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RADIOS

28ro45%
36ro43%oFF
OFF

AUTOSOUND

RECORD CHANGERS

SAVE

250/o

COMPONENT CABINETS

SAVE

500/o

o~~~~~;_...;;....__..._. STEREO RECORD/PLAY SYSTEM
95
Modulette~949 by Realistic~

129

Reg.
159.95

Record your own cassette tap~s from
the AM/FM tuner, or use the mike ~nd
changer inputs. Auto-Level recording ,
tape counter. Matching speakers.
1 4-651

Most 11ems . . ._ _. . . .

WHEREVER YOU LIVE, WORK OR PLAY, THERE'S A RADIO SHACK STORE N EAR YOU!

LAS PALMAS SHOPPING CENTER
383 - 4051
MA DIVISION OF TA NDY CORPORATION

also available at
Radio Shack
Dealers
Look for th,s

s,gn

403 E. UNIVERSITY DR. EDINBURG

in

your

llad1e
/haek
DEALER

netghborl,ood - - - -

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
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d10/taa·

SPEAKERS & ACCESSORIES

5OTo54%oFF

;;p

HOME & HOBBY

¥::

~

-

~?

"*

1;,

f?'''"-·

:·.:,;,Dt/ir ,---~To~,s~------1.' ; :-

~ .

~·*

.

·"

38To7Qo/ooFF
,_____
PR-0-JE-CT_K_IT_S_---<,.

50 TO 55% OFF ~~ , 63 TO 70% OFF
ffl

ASSORTED RECORDS

SAVE

· CliARGEn
{MQS1$TORESJ

50%

CALCULATORS

9To45% OFF

STEREO COMPONENTS

23To3&o/ooFF
Save Up to 71 % Off our Regular Catalog Prices on Scads of
Selected Electronic Items!
Different items in different stores, but all stores are loaded
with budget-pleasers, many not mentioned here. It's a
two-week
event, so hurry for best selection! Sale ends
31
31/79.

BELT-DRIVE STEREO CHANGER
LAB-65 by Realistic

149

95

Reg.
179.95

Our finest man ual/ multipleplay changer! Adjustable antiskate. C ue/ pause l ever. Includes $29.95-value Realistic/
Shure stereo magnetic cartridge and hinged dust cover.
42-2958

TRAVEL
SAFELY WITH MOBILE CB
TRC-422 by Reallstlc

s79

Reg.
119.95

" Hot-line" priority switch puts you on
Emergency Channel 9 or Highway Information Channel 19 instantly! Use
PA system while you're receiving CB
calls. too! 21-1531

THERE'S A RADIO SHACK STORE NEAR YOU!
WHEREVER YOU LIVE, WORK OR PLAY, LAS PALMAS SHOPPING CENTER

383 - 4051
}:t A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

403 E. UNIVERSITY DR. EDINBURG

,, lso available at
Radio Shack

ltadae
/haek

Dealers
Look for 1h1s
sign ,n your
OEALER
neighborhood . __
_ __

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL S TORES
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NOW ENJOY QUALITY
REALISTIC
SOUND FOR LESS!
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EXPERIENCE OUR
SUPERB SYSTEM
WITH DOLBY* FM

::::s799

SAVE
4275

Reg. Separate Items 110980

Reg. Separate Items 301 75

• Realistic ® STA-2000D AM/FM Stereo
Receiver with Dolby FM (75 watts min. RMS
per channel at 8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz, O. 18%
total harmonic distortion)
• Two Mach One ® Walnut Veneer Floor
Speakers with 15" Acoustic-Suspension
Woofers
• Realistic LAB-200 Belt-Drive Changer with
Base, Dust Cover and $29.95-Value
Realistic/Shure Magnetic Cartridge

• Realistic STA-42 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
(10 watts min. RMS per channel at 8
ohms, 20-20,000 Hz, 0.9% total harmonic
distortion)
• Two Mlnimus®-9 Walnut Vinyl
Veneer Two-Way Speaker
Systems
• Realistic LAB-53 Changer with
Base, Dust Cover, Magnetic
Cartridge
• Nova®--30 Stereo Headphones

CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES}

COMPACT AM/FM STEREO 8-TRACK SYSTEM
Modulette®-8 by Realistic

$88

Re,?.

99

SAVE
12%

Lets you play your car tapes at home!
Enjoy FM stereo or AM, too. Aux input
for adding a changer. Matching walnut
vinyl veneer speakers. 12-1402

OUR FINEST STEREO CARTRIDGE
Realistic by Shure

BELT-DRIVE AUTOMATIC CHANGER
LAB-65 by Realistic

149?:~S~~E

Includes $29.95-Value
Magnetic Cartridge,
Hinged Dust Co11er

Our finest manua l/
multiple-play changer!
Adjustable anti-skate and cartridge
angle, cue/pause. 42-2958

TWO-WAY FLOOR/SHELF SPEAKERS

Minimus-9 by Realistic

SAVE 5 10
Reg. 59'° Pair

Upgrades
most turntables!
Superb magnetic cartridge
features integral head shell
for fir,e performance. 42-2645

SAVE 5 10

Perfect add-on for your system - buy the pair for
under $50! 22" -high air-suspension speaker features an 8" woofer and 3" tweeter. Walnut vinyJ
veneer. Each includes 24' cable. 40.914

THINK OF HI-Fl, THINK OF REALISTIC, THINK OF RADIO SHACK!

383 - 4051
!IA DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Most ,1ems . - - - - - - - - - .

LAS PALMAS SHOPPING CENTER

403 E. UNIVERSITY DR. EDINBURG

also av,11labte al
Radio Shack
Dealers
Look for this
s,gn ,n your
neighborhood

llad1e

lllaek

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
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'
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Least Known Sport Makes Headlines
By CYNTHIA GARCIA
One of the least known
sports on the P AU campus is
horsemanship. Carol Ann
LeMaster, a horsemanship
expert and owner of
LeMaster Stables in Edinburg, is spreading her
knowledge here by teaching
PAU students basic equitation (horsemanship).
LeMaster instructs the
horsemanship course which
is worth two hours of P.E.
credit. According to her, the
course, which she has taught
for four years, is offered during the fall , spring and summer semesters.

The horsemanship class,
which averages six to 10
students per semester,
covers English riding techniques. Western riding techniques are not taught, says
LeMaster, because "if you
can ride English, you can
ride anything."
Most of the students don't
know anything about horses
when they first start out,
says LeMaster; however. by
the end of the semester,
most students can walk, trot,
and canter their horses as
well as know the basic horse
grooming methods.
Three grades are taken for
the semester average. The

final grade is averaged from
one-half riding skills. onethird test. and one-third
special work.
LeMaster says that as in
other sports, a certain
amount of athletic ability is
helpful in riding horses.
During the semester. all
horsemanship students are
required to ride in an approved event that is chosen
according to their ability.
The students enrolled this
semester took part in a
horsemanship show at the
LeMaster Stables, March 11.
They will also compete in a
circuit of horse shows south

of San Antonio. LeMaster
says that these shows are
regular instead of collegiate
competition.
Members
of
t his
semester's class are:
Margarita Alejo, Ruth
Alvirez. Ginger Simpson,
Sarah Smith. Karen Trahan
and Doreen Tupper.

Program Goes Night
Night classes will be offered for the first time during
the summer session m the
Counselor Education program. according to Dr.
George Smith. director of
the program.
A survey was conducted
by the Counselor Education

Applications
Accepted
Applications for participation in the University Medical
Technology Program, a new term of which will begin
Sept. 4. are being accepted at the Division of Health
Related Professions office in the Nursing Education Bldg
Applications must be in by March 31 and eight students
will be chosen to enter the program. The second application deadline is May 31 and from those applicants. seven
students will be selected for the program. according lo
John Abraham of Health Related Professions.

faculty. and of 93 Counselor
Ed. students. 4 1 preferred
night classes. There were 23
who preferred day classes
and the remaining 29 chose
either.
"Based on the survey, we
are going to provide a
schedule of both day and
evening offerings to enable
those who are employed
during the day to attend
classes at night." said Dr
Smith.
The night classes will meet
two nights a week from 6
p m. until 9:45 p .m . All of
the required counselor Ed
courses with the exception
of the introductory course
will be offered at least one
time during the summer at
night

HIGH FASHION SHOES
S81ccA
fo r the y o ung wom an
8Ass
l'1

SRO NINA NAUGHTY BUT NICE
2110 N. 10th SHOPPING CENTER

HEY MOM, THEY'VE GOT ME IN PICTURES·
Warrior the horse seems t o be the o nly one
who wants to be in pict ures. PAU students (I
to r) Doree n Tupper and Ginger Simpson
learn to properly wash and groom ho rses as
a part o f their ho rsemanship c lass project.
(PAU Pho to by Jean Ann Darnall)

For That
Very Special Gift

Porier'

t
t

682-7151

McAllen

EDITORSHIPS

t
t

I

I

~

I

'Applications for two Student Publications editorships are due now and must be received by Aprll 1 .,
'

at the office of the faculty adviser, Harry Quin, Emilia Hall 100.

'

Students applying for editor of The Pan American newspaper or El Bronco yearbook, must:

t
t
t
t
t Student Publications
t Pan American University
Emilia
Hall
100,
381-2541
t
1.

~ ~~JJ,...&11 ..
• Watches
• Diamonds
II0N. 121ti

• Fine Jewelry
•Gilb For All Occasiona
IDINIUlG

Jll -2O2

Apply by April 1 at Emilia Hall 100.

2. Describe their Qualifications.
3. Provide names of three references whom they have asked to write
letters of recommendation directly to the adviser.

4.

State their philosophy or policies for operation of the newspaper or yearbook.

5.

Qualifications:

A. One course in rep~rting and one in editing; or

RUSSELS

701 N. Closner
Edinburg
383-2051

B. Equivalent professional experience on a newspaper or o ther publication; or

C. Two years staff work on El Bronco or The Pan American;

D. Minimum GPA of 2.00;
E. 60 semester hours;

F. Good standing with the Division of Student Affairs.

FISHING TACKLE
FISHING TACKLE
FISHING TACKLE
FISHING TACKLE

If It's from
RUSSELL'S

I'll swallow It
Hook, Line. and
Sinker!

.
'

t
t
t
t
t
t
t

1I

I

I

1

I

lI

1
I
I

I
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Baseballers Lead Valley Tourney
P AU Getting Timely Hitting And Pitching
Good pitching and timely
hitting are needed in order
for baseball teams to win

O'John's
Restaurant
"Open Now"
Serving
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

Fine Food
&
Atmosphere
Mon. -Frl.
7 am-8 pm.
Saturday
Sam-3 pm.
Sunday
10 am-3 pm.
101 N. 10th
In Edinburg

games PAU was an example of this rule as they
defeated Oklahoma City 9-5
Monday night behind the
heroics of Dana Roberts.
For about three years
now. college baseball has used the designated hitter rule
as opposed to letting the pitcher take his swings.
Roberts was in this position as he was the Broncs'
designated hitter against the
rival team. He quickly took
advantage of the Oklahoma
City pitching as he ripped his
first homerun of the season
to stake PAU to a quick lead
of 3-0.
On the mound for the
Broncs was Hector Rios,
who already stood at 3-1 for
the season and with a quick
three run lead, It seemed
that it was all he needed to
notch his fourth victory of
the season, however things

did not work out this way
The visitors did not roll
over and die as they fought
back galiantly as they ripped
Rios for five runs and the
score stood 7-5 in Pan Am's
favor.

in the Palm Valley Tournament for the Broncs.
It is rare these days that a
pitcher can help his own
cause by hitting because
they hardly ever swing the
bat anymore.

This is where head coach
Al Olgetree made a pitching
change and the designated
hitter Roberts was called in
to put out the Oklahoma City fire which was raging at
this time.
Using the same precision
tactics as he did when he
clubbed his round tripper,
Roberts watered down the
Oklahoma City Valley to
save the day for the
baseballers.
PAU later added two
more tallies to make the final
court read 9-5 and raise their
mark to 27-5.
The win marked the first

PAU upped their Palm
Valley Tourney record to
3-0 Tuesday night as they
drubbed Morningside College of Iowa 10-1 in the first
game of a twin bill plus they
edged Michigan St. 2-1 in
the nightcap to run their
season mark to 29-5.
Both Kenny Reiger and
Jerry Smith recorded their
fourth victories of the season
as Reiger stands at 4-0 and
Smith is 4-1.
The opening game saw
the baseballers flex their
muscles on Morningside as
they erupted for three runs
in the first ining and Pan Am
was never headed. Catcher
J im Christensen belted his
first homeru n of the season
In the second inning to stake
Reiger to a 4-0 ad,vantage.

PROBLEM PREGNANCY
INFORMATION

That is all Smith needed
and got as he struck four
Spartan batters en route to
his fourth victory of the
season. Smith overcame
numerous full counts on batters to pick up the win.
At this point, Pan Am is
sitting in first place in the
Palm Valley Tournament
and baseball action continues on a daily basis.
PAU has reached the
halfway point of the season
and starting Mar. 26, a long
string of home games will be
played at Jody Ramsey
Stadium as the baseballers
will be playing some top
notch competition. The
games will begin at either
7 : 15 p.m. or_!3 p .m .

Abortion?

Adoption?

(Across from the
Court House at
the corner of
107 & 10th)

the top of the second inning
to lie the game at 1-1.
The bottom half of the second frame saw the
baseballers score the eventual winning run on a sharp
Leonard Brown single as
Marty Dolfuss scored.

Reiger cruised through the
first three innings and held
the visitors hitless, but Morningside broke that string in
the fourth inning.
The score rose to 10-0 as
Pan Am continued to feast
on Morningside pitching,
and the only thing to worry
about was if Reiger could
record a shutout.
With two outs in the
seventh inning, the visitors
from Iowa plated one run to
break Reiger's shutout bid as
the loyal Morningside cheering section gave their approval.
The nightcap of the twinbill saw a great pitching duel
between
Smith
and
Michigan St.'s Greg Butzirus. Smith yielded four hits
while Bulirus gave up three
hits. yet he lost the contest.
PAU scored early in the
first inning as designated hitter Dana Roberts plated
Brian Covenery on a single
in the hole between the
shortstop and third base.
Michigan St. came right In

Pr~nancy Testing •

Counaellng • Referrals

CALL

(512) 828-9316

383-5132

PIZZAFREEAI

'KEN'S

Buy one,
get one &ee.

ken's
. . . . . ,opplDI

om..a-.

CAUGHT AT THIRD BASE ·· Jim Legget puts
the stop on a morningside player as he tried
to stretc h a double i nto a triple. A collision
ensued, but Legget came out the ·victor this
time. (Staff Photo by David Krueger).

WHITE FLOUI

PATOS

Try'em - You'll love em.

For faster serulce
call order in

,..
,..
it

*
*
*,..

ken's

we keep topping
ourselves.
McALLEN

it

TWO PIECE SPECIAL

$1.19

•

2 pieces of chicken, roll,
mashed
potatoes and gravy
,

... ~
' --..

500 N. 10

682-5581

PHARR

BROWNSVILLE

1005 E. Hwy.13 2489

787-8534

ISOca

Chica

546-1614

*
*

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

.•

•••••••

Corner of 23rd & Pecan

682-3176
Hwy. 83 at 12th St.

Edinburg:
Across from ~ U

383-0725
Mission:

DININC
IN A 5ouTff

1012 S. Cloaner

Hwy 83 & Bryan Rd

585-4545

ATMOWHlll

Edinburg, T••··

H'arlingen:
601 S 77 Sunshine Strip

428-6224

•

Kentucky Fried Chicken •
322 South Closner
•
Edinburg 383· 7342
•

McAllen:

,..
*

..................•·=,
!e
e
e

JIMMI

Also Drive Up Window For
Fast Go Orders
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11 Students
Participate In
Free Enterprise

•

By CYNTHIA GARCIA
E~ven PAU students are participating in "Students in
Free Enterprise." a national competitive program for
business students from approximately 15 colleges in a
given area according to Charles Lackey, instructor in
business administration.
The competition is based upon which college can
develop the most innovative. creative, imaginative and
effective programs for projecting the positive side of our
free enterprise system both on campus and within the
community.
The 11 PAU business students: Elijio Ariona. Jr., Norma Canales. Randy Canales. Veronica Carranza, Beatriz
Estrada, Yvonne Garcia, Melly Garza, Jose David Leal,
Dan Miller. Uz Thomae and Larry Yanez are enrolled in
Gen. Business 4340--Business Applications: Free Enterprise. The class is being taught by Charles Lackey who is
also sponsoring the group in the contest.
The free enterprise contest is set up by the National
Leadership Institute in Austin. Approximately 600 colleges and universities nationwide are participating. Only
13 universities from PAU's region were asked to participate. Three winners from each region will be chosen;
however, only the first place winner goes on to national
competition.
Last fall , the PAU group began activities which are
geared to expose the Valley community to the concept of
free enterprise.
A few members of the group developed a presentation
on the impact of free enterprise in the Valley and how it
has been instumental in developing Valley industries.
Members will have begun giving their presentation
March 7 and will continue the presentations to Rotary
Clubs in Edinburg, Harlingen, and Brownsville, several
Valley Kiwanis Clubs, PSJA, Edinburg, and Mission High
Schools and various other service organizations
throughout the Valley.
The presentation is designed to show the general areas
of Valley industry; agriculture, tourism and small
business. It describes the origin and development of the
Valley industries and shows how free enterprise ideals
have been responsible for the development of these industries.
"By seeing the presentation, individuals will realize how
free enterprise is all around them and get an idea about
the free enterprise system in the Valley," according to
Veronica Carranza, a group member.
The students have also designed a marketable product.
The estimated cost of its production will be $6000.
Veronica Carranza and Yvonne Garcia, the group members who are in charge of the finishing aspects of the product, expect it to be reasonably successful when it is put
on the market. They describe the product as being "unique" as far as its representation of free enterprise.
At least three members of the PAU group will travel to
Dallas April 20 to make their presentation before a panel
of five to 10 distinguished businessmen who will select the
winner
The first place winners' school will be awarded $2000,
second place will receive $700 and third place will be
awarded $300.

-

THE FAST BREAK ·· The Rio Grande Valley
Spinners play some Broncs and news media

Mir 21 at 8 p.m. at the PAU Field House.
Tickets to the game are $1.

Rio Grande Valley Spinners
Challenge 'New Team' March 23
BY OSCAR GARZA
College basketball may be
at its end. but 'Sweet
Georgia Brown' will be ringing through the halls of the
PAU Fieldhouse March 23
as the Rio Grande Valley
Spinners challenge a team of
public officials, news media
and Bronc basketball
members to a basketball
game or called the 'New
Team' at 8 p.m.
The Spinners are a team
of handicapped players
under the direction of player
coach Bennie Ramirez and
sponsor Arturo Longoria.
The Spinners have been
practicing every Monday
night from 6 to 9 p .m. since
last May, so the squad
should be well d rilled. Add
to that three scrimmages
against

an

experience

Reynosa team and that
spells doom for the other
team.
According to Longoria,
the Spinners have been trying to gain their confidence.
"They are also getting game
experience with all the
scrimmages they have had
in practice," Longoria said.
He went on to say, "In
those contests
with
Reynosa, we won all three
games."
In order for the game to
be played in the same manner, on both sides the public
officials, news media and
Bronc basketball players will
have to play in wheelchairs
also and that should be an
experience in itself.
Because the RGV Spinners were asked to play in
the contest by the T exas
Rehabilitation Center, proceeds from the game will go

to the Easter Seal Society
and the Spinners. Tickets to
the contest are $1 with
children under 10 free.
"We hope to get in the
Lone Star Conference for
wheelchair basketball in the
fu lure." Longoria said.
Teams already in the conference are Houston. San
Antonio, Dallas and
Oklahoma City with the
season
starting
in
September.
The Spinners hope to play
other contests in the future
and the money from these
contests will go to them in
order to help other
wheelchair teams come

Intramural softball ended
March 7 with The Phi Kappa
Theta Fraternity prevailing
as the champs. They defeated CAMP, 4-3. in 11 inn
ings
This hotly contested con-

Ranked
No.15

•

JI'

YOU CALLED HIM SAFE!
Shortstop
Leonard Brown pleads to the umpire to
change his call following a stolen base by a

Morningside College player. The call did not
matter as Pan Am rolled a 10-1 victory. (Staff
Photo by David Krueger).

"They really look forward
to this game," Mario Flores.
President of the Valley
Rehabilitation Association.
said .
Last year, the Spinners
lost the contest by six points
because they spotted the
other team 15 points

Intramurals .....
SwatterS

.,..___ _

down and play the RGV
Spinners plus aid in team expensives.
However taking one game
at a time Longoria said that
the Spinners would be up to
challenge when they encounter the public officials,
news media and Bronc
basketball players Mar. 23.

Following the first baseball
rankings of the season, the
Pan Am baseballers found
themselves in the No. 15
position with a 26-5 record.
The top position was captured by Miami with UCLA
and Hawaii tying for second .
Other Texas teams in the
rankings were the University
of Texas at No. 5, Texas
A&M at No. 8 and Houston
at No. 12.
It is ironic that PAU had
played Houston already this
season with the two teams
splitting a two game set, yet
the Cougars still managed to
outrank the swatters.
Something else to consider. because of the good
weather. Pan Am. Hawaii
and Miami have gotten off to
good starts and their top
rankings show that.

lest started with CAMP scoring three runs in the third inning. The Phi Kaps scored
one in the fifth inning when
Danny Garcia stole home
The score was 3- 1 going
into the seventh inning when
the Phi Kaps lied the game
3-3 to send the game into
extra innings.
It was in the 11th inning
when Romeo Luna's base
hit put him in scoring position and Oscar Gorena
knocked in the winning RBI
to make the final count read
Phi Kaps 4 . CAMP 3.
Follwing the Phi Kaps was
CAMP as they took second
place In third position was
the Life Guards and Lambda
Alpha Epsilon took fourth
On the other side of the
coin. the Super Flies captured first place in women's
softball competition. The 18
women team out distanced
CAMP as they finished second with A.P.O . taking
third and the Shmoofs ending up in fourth place.
Next on the schedule is
co-recreational bowling with
the entry deadline being
Mar 29 at noon and the
tournament being April 9-10
at 4 p .m at Park Bowl.
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Final Dates Set For Tax Returns
by OSCAR GARZA
It's that taxing time again
and for many people the
final date for filing Is
creeping up on them. April
15 was scheduled as the
fianl day to file a tax return.
but since Easter falls on that
date, April 16. midnight. will
be the final day for filing.
Professor Al Conely of the
School of Business said that
the earlier people file their
forms. the sooner they get
their refunds
The refunds as the
withholding taxes from certain iobs and people have to
file a tax form if they make
between $2950 and $4700
According to Conely,
most PAU students need on
ly file the short form .
10 40A. and not worrv
about the long form. 10-40
With the 10 40A being relatively easy to understand.
most students have the abill
ty to fill out the short form In
a little over 30 minutes. but
the students must have their
W 2 from their employers

There are many deductible items for people to worry
about and some of the basic
ones are campaign contributions of no more than $100
plus giving money to c~arities Conely said that
parents can claim their son
or daughter if they are a full
time student. totaling over
nine hours in college and if
the parents pay more than
half of the student's needs.
Despite trying to find the
deductible items, Conely
feels that most PAU students
should be able to fill out the
form tax
'There is no point m tak·
ing the short form to H&R
Block . Students should learn
how to fill out their tax return
because they will be doing It
for the rest of their lives,"
Conely said
He went on to say. " If the
students can 1111 out the
10-40A. they can 1111 out the
10-40 even though it is a lilt.le more complicated "
For those who do not file

a return and are In the
$2950 to $4700 bracket, the
government will collect their
refunds However, for others over that indicated total,
the failure to file will make
the people liabel to interest
and penalty on their taxes.
After all this information,
has Conely filed his return

yet?
"Yes, I have and now I'm
just waiting for my refund,"
Conely said.
Conely is one o f many
waiting for his money from
the government, and he
stresses. "the only way to get
a refund is to file a tax form."

ScholarshipsAvailable
The National Righi to
Work Committee is now accepting applications from
Texas students and high
school seniors for the
1978-79 William R. Ruggles
1ournalism scholarship.
The $1,000 cash award,
established In 1974 to honor
the former editor of the
Dallas Morning News
editonal page. is awarded
annually to the student who
exemplifies the dedication to
the principles and high journalistic standards of William
B Ruggles
Any colleqe student who

is enrolled in a Journalism or
related program at a Texas
college. or university, or a
high school senior who will
enter such a progtam in the
fall, is qualified to apply for
this award.
Deadline for entries is
April 16 Applications and
further information can be
obtained by wntlng
The William B Rugles
Right to Work Scholarship
National Righi to
Work Committee
8316 Arlington
Boulevard Suite 600
Falrlax Va 22038

Speakers Convene For Short SeDiinar
.. Women
as
Entrepreneurs" will be the
topic of a short seminar cosponsored by the American
Association of University
Women of Edinburg, and
Alpha Kappa Psi . the co
educational business fraternity at Pan American Uniersily
Speakers for the one-hour
program, to be held today at
JO 35 a m In room 110 of
the business administration
building, will be Jacque
Bernstein. Gracie Lewis and
Diane Myers. Other spea
kers are Mrs. Lewis, a nahve
of Mexico. who Is owner of
The Fabric Shop m Pharr
Mrs Berstein who has
several degrees in music. 1s a
registered nurse. and is cur
rently an independent con
tractor in real estate sales
Ms. Myers. a native of Don •

na, Is an interior designer
and is owner of Diane Myers
& Associates in McAllen
The program is the third in
a series, Women Studies IV:
The Changing Role of
Women, which has been

sponsored by Edinburg
AAUW and Pan American
University. Over all proiect
coordinator for the program
is Gloria Bliss Moore. Cochairpersons are Edna Villar
and Mrs. Douglas Bart.ley.

Also on the program committee are Mrs. Edward
Baldwin and Jane Frost.
A question and answer
period is an integral part of
the program, which Is open
lo the public without charge

Director To Represent Home
Dr ,James Wideman
direcl'Jr uf counseling and
r mmunny services for the
""d( o 8aptist Assn will
r1,1present the Home Mission
Bod,d of the Southern Bap• 1 ( onvention at the Baptist
,n,Jent Union Missions Emrhasis. April 2 - 4 . Dr
1.1.• 1,eman will be the
1.-atured speaker at the 7
p m Vespers Program
Apnl 3. and then will be

speaking again during noon
luncl April 4 Both acliV1h1,1~ nll be at the BSU
Center.
A nativi, of Borger, Dr.
Widemdn I!> a graduate of
Baylor University and
Southwestern
Baptist
Theological Seminary He
has served as summer missionary in California and
Brooklyn. US-2 missionary
in New Hampshire, mis

sionary associate intern for
Home Mission Board,
pastoral intern for Broadway
Baptist Church at Fort
Worth, Street Minister, Tarrant Baptist Assn at Fort
Worth. and director of Bapnst Church for Broadway
Baptist Church at Fort
Worth
Dr Wideman is residing at
Waco Texas with his wife,
Sandra and their three
children

Anne Boleyn's House Is Site For Course
Anne Boleyn's (second
wife to King Henry VIII)
courung house will be the
place of residence for the J..i
ly 13 Aug JO Introduction
to International Busine~~
course held in London
Dr Edward Baldwin .
Jirector and instructor for
th1,1 School ol Business Admm1stra11on at PAU will
d1rPct the four week courc;e
According to Geraldine

Baldwin. Aluni Assn director her stay al the manor will
be quite an unforgettable experience The program wUI
be housing faculty and students from all parts of the
world in a most historical
area
Wickham Court. located
at ',chiller College. is an
English manor over 400
year~ old It is where Anne
Boleyn was visited and cou-

•Members Initiated
Anibal Gorl!na and Danny
Garcia ol Edinburg and
.Jav,er GonLalez of Harl•
ingen 11,,er11 m111ated as actrve
m,,mbers of Ph1 Kappa
Theta friltern!ly Feb 24 according to Andres Estrada.
former Nahoncll President of
Phi Kilppa Th..,ta
The cer1,1mony took place
ar the chapel of Pan
American University Conduchng the ntual were Elias
Longoria chapter president.
Adnan GonLalez of Aushn.
distnct gov1,1rnor. Sonny
Villarr.,,al. t1lumn1 board
pr1,1~1d,m1. E~trada . and ac11\i.' memb1.1rs from the Pan
American University and
Te~a~ A&I chaprers
Tht> following day these
~m'-' official~ conducted a
pll'dge Cl'r.,mony for the
follov. mg pledges Rudy
A9u,lar. Oona to Anaya

•
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Rick Chavana . Dennis
Chavel Ricky Cruz Arnie
de la Fuente. Ernesto
Escareno Jose Carlos
Escobar. Joe Falcon. Paul
Fitzgerald Richard Garza.
Rov Garza. Jaime Guzman.
Romeo Luna. Rene Martinez Roy Mendoza. Joe
Munoz Luis Serna. Robert
Torres. Erasmo Valdez and
Eddie Zamora. all from
Edinburg
Other pledges are from
Raymondville
Richard
Valdez. from Donna, Mike
Adame. Jaime Flores and
Mike Menchaca Also, Ernie
Godoy from Corpus Chnsh
Eddie Ledesma from Harl
ingen Noe Martinez from
Pharr. and Hector Robles
from Weslaco
This represents rhe largest
plege class the chapter has
had in stx years

rted by King Henry VIII
Schiller College purchased
Wickham Court this past
year. and now It will be the
housing proiect for this years
summer program participants
Among the stay at
Wickham Court. Baldwin is
looking forward to their
three day held trip to Paris.

Accepted Seniors
Invited To Apply
Outstanding college seniors who have been accepted for graduate school
starting In Fall 1979 are Invited to apply for the National Graduate School Institute preparatory program,
to be held In Los Angeles,
California, during June and
July, 1979, according to the
director of the Institute
Students will attend a twoweek intensive workshop
and seminar designed to
prepare them totally for the
graduate school experience
The first week of the workshop will be a series of
general sklll sessions for all
participants The second
week will be broken Into
specific skills needed in the
various fields For example,
law students wlll learn about
casebook briefing, how to
write legal exams. and the
famous Socratic Method of

New services In the Library this year Include the following:
CATALOGS ON MICROFICHE
This is a coOection of catalogs of two and four-year colleges
and universities throughout the United States. It also Includes
many catalogs from Canada, Latin America and Europe•·
especially from those foreign schools which are popular with
American students. The collection Is located in the Mlcroforms
room on the third floor of the Library.
PHONEFICHE
This Is a collection of telephone books on mlcroflche from all
50 states of the U.S. It Includes only telephone books of state
capitols and maior cities. The coDectlon Is also located in the
third floor Microforms room.
COM CATALOG
If you cannot locate a book you need In the PAU l.bary, try
the Com Catalog. It Is a llsllng of books available at the public
libraries in Donna, Edinburg. Elsa, McAllen, Mercedes, Mission, Pharr and Weslaco.
This catalog is especially useful if you are attempting to
locate non-acade mic type books such as pop ular fiction or
books on crafts and hobbles. The catalog is on a mlaofilm
reader and there a re three re aders In the second floor
reference room. If you find a book you want from one cl these
public libraries, we will request it from the library concerned
and you can pick it up here.

KGBT Anchorman

Visits Classes

and their in and out trips to
London Mostly, she says
'Tm looking forward to
working with the students,
assisting my husband, and
preparing for orientation."

Ray Norton. T.V. ~ales
account executive and news
anchorman at KGBT, was
guest speaker In an advertising class here March 8 .

Wickham Court is located
1n Greater London area
about nine miles south of
central city

Various points were
covered concerning advertising in the TV. broadcast

Lettenng 1332. Illustration
2331. Photography 2334.
Visual Communications I
3331 and II 3332. Advertising Art 3333 and 4333. Art
Direction I 4334 and II
4335 T we Ive hours need to
be taken as well in the mass
communications program
The ad art instructor for
this nev. degree 1s James
Humphre!,I. a former Pan

Am student . He attended
and graduated from Pratt In
shtute in Brooklyn, N .Y He
remained there to work m a

Applicants are bein<
sought to fill the position of
producer-director at KAMUTV. a PBS affiliate licensed
to Texac; A&M University
KAMU Is orgc1nlzed within
the Department of Educational Broadcasting Services
on tha1 campu~ Besides
operating KAMU TV EBS
has KAMU-FM and a closed
circuit television system servmg the A&M campus EBS
...,,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ also offers sources throuah

the Department ol Communications in Television
Production an Broadcast
News
Duties of the position will
include producing and directing a daily news cast and a
weekly public affairs pro~-"m and ;idditional special
assignments relating to contract and closed circuit productions as they come up A
BA in Radio-TV or related

(

Applicants

Needed
l

Leading the general
workshops will be an outstanding faculty from
southern California and
each specific workshop will
be led by a noted scholar In
that field. Tuition for the two
week program is $350 plus
room and board, which will
be provided by the Institute.
Only students who have actually been accepted to an
accredited graduate school
may participate In the institute and students finishing
the none-graded program
wlll be recognized at completion
Students Interested in attending should write to the
National Graduate School
Institute, 10100 Santa
Monica no. 750, Los
Angeles, CA. 90067.

LIBRARY NOTES

New Degree Program Started
A new degree program
has been started m the Art
Department this semester lo
educate and train professional adv1,1rtising art career
students Thi~ BFA degree
In art (advertising design)
totals 124 degree hours 36
of which must be advanced
New courses that have
been added to the ones
already in existence are

Inquiry used by almost all
law schools

couple of advertising agencies before coming home to
the Valley ro be the advertrs
ing director of Mr Allen ~tate
Bank H1,1 \.l.dS al~" -i• lwr11s
mg direcro1 al r.......... Cn"'

media. Print media advertising was also briefly discuss•
ed
A slide presentation,
Challenge and Change,"
showed percentage In
creases in national and
Valley television vlewership
Due to such increases, Nor
ton feels the biggest and
most profitable media for
advertising now and in the
future 1s television
Job openings in the
broadcast and advertising
fields shouldn't interest only
mass communication ma •
JOrs. but business and
markehng majors as well .
·'Thmk of television as a
busine~ in itself." Norton
<.aid "It's going to have to be
abl,· lo operate efficiently In
broc1clcashng and overall
business management."

field 1s necessary as well as a
thorough knowledge of
studio procl.uction, ENG and
post-production quad and
cassette editing. The posi
lion entails a qua rter-time
teaching appointment and
the salary is $11,088
Interested persons should
submit their applicatlons to
Rod Zent, stdtion manager,
KAMU-TV, Texas A& M
University, College Station,
Texas

~~MOPELING -- This old barracks building at one-time Fort Ringgold is being remodeled by the Rio Grande
School district where many Pan Am graduates are teachers and administrators.

FORMAL SHOT--These Pan American regents paused for a picture. They are, 1 tor, David Farb, David Bluntzer,
Mrs. Joe LaMantia, Moises Vela, Ruben Cardenas, seated; University President Dr. Ralph Schilling, Mrs. Ramiro

Guerra, William Parker, Raul Tijerina Jr., and Lionel Guerra.

RE MISSED -- Pan Am baseball players watch from
the first base line as an SMU Mustang fails to connect.
SLIDING IN --Thie UT Arlington elides into third only

to be tagged out by Pan Am •

•

GOLF TEAM -- Coach Oton Guerrero, right, grins as his team
wins another trophy for Pan American University.

GOLF INSTRUCTION -David Steffan gives wife Linda,
a putting lesson

FOUR ACES--The Pan Am tennis team's four aces are, .I tor, Derek
Segel, Josef Brabenet•, Mark Roberts and John Picken.
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Candidates Fight Battle Till End

This years race for the
Student Association on positions is not going to be a
quiet Issue. It appears to be a
very competitive race of all
new faces.
Unlike last years race
where Sam Saldivar and
Judi Flores ran unopposed
for these two seats, today
there are three men running

for on the ticket of president,
and three for vice president.
The students seeking the
Student's Association
presidency are:
John David Franz •· He
is a sophomore from
Hidalgo. Franz is the winner
of various awards as a
debator on the PAU Forensics Team, pledge class

president of the I.K. 's,
Viceroy in Camelot chapter
of the l.K. 's, money-making
chairman of I.K.'s and
member of the lnterservice
Council. He was elected to
serve as the lnterservice
Council's Senator to
PAUSA, has served as a
senator since Spring 1978, is
a chairman of PAUSA Fiscal ◄

Operations Committee. He
was also chosen by the Dean
of Students to attend the
Southwestern Life Leadership Institute In Dallas.
Franz states why he feels
he is qualified for the office
and why he is seeking ii: "As
a student at PAU, I have
been actively involved with

various service organizations
in order to better PAU. I
have been very interested
and will continue to be interested in helping make
Pan Am a better university
for its students.
"As student government
president I can offer the student body someone who is

Two Co-eds Vie For Pan Am Title

Every year various girls
are chosen out of their
OrQanlzations to run for the

women running for this title.
Unfortunately, this year, the
number was decreased by

yearly Queen title, Miss Pan
American. Last year, there
were approximately four

50 percent; only two PAU
co-ed's will fill the vacancy of
Queen first runner up and

possibly second runner up.
Like every campaign,
write-ins for Miss Pan
American will also be._!ak~rr
Into account, according to
Dr. Gilbert de los Santos,
dean of students.

Groups Wins Merit Award
The bureau of business
and economic research in
the School of Business Administration at Pan American University has been
given a merit award by
Southern
Industrial

Development Council.
The award was for a video
tape presentation on Valley
industrial productivity
developed by the bureau to
be shown to northern manu-

Greek Week Underway
All Greek organizations
on campus will be participating in the 1979 Greek
Week activities to be held
April 1-6.
The week's events will
begin April 1 with an Olymplc's style torch run. The run
will begin at Edlnburg's
South Park and will continue
down Freddy Gonzalez Dr. ,
down Sugar Rd. , ending at
the PAU campus.
TPie torch will then be lit
and will remain lit
throughout the week.
After the run, teams will
be chosen for the week's
games.
The doubles ping-pong
and pool competitions,

which will have female and
male duo competing against
another pair, will take place
April 2 at 7:30 p.m.
On April 4 , the Greeks
will be pa.rticipatlng in a
variety of games which will
begin at 10 a.m. and will last
until noon. The events to be
held that day are: tug-ofwar, discus (frisbee) throw,
Javelin (broom) throw,
backwards foot race, shotput (grapefruit) throw and
the "chariot" race.
These events will take
place in the large circle In
front of the 5cience building.
The weeJ<'s activities will
concluck with a barbecue to
be held at Delta Lake, April
6.

facturers considering the
Valley for plant locations.
In winni~ the award, the
bureau was m competibon
with industrial development
organizations through out
the sixteen-state Southern
region.
The award was made by
Bill Davis, exeiutive administrator for the council
for South Texas Economic
Progress, located In
McAllen. In • making the
award, Davis said, "We very
much appreciate the fine
support that the bureau has
given regional and local
development organizations
on many occasions. The
participation of the academic
community as an 'ally' is vital
to the success of all of our ef.
forts to improve the economy in South Texas, thereby providing the job opportunities' that are needed in
our area."
Receiving the award for
Pan American was Dr. Carl
H. Rush, director of the
bureau.

Those candidates running
for the title of Miss Pan
American are Maxine
Rodriguez and Monica Gonzalez.
Rodriguez is presently a
publicity chairman for the
Bios League Honor Society.
She is also a member of the
Pre-Medical Honor Society
and a Delta Zeta sorority
sister.

Gonzalez Is pre.sently the

Alpha Phi Qmega N a ~.

She has attended the
Leadership conference in
1979 representing the InterService Council and she also
is a volunteer at Help Line.
Miss Pan American elections are scheduled for April
3-4. Voting polls will be set
up In the LRC lobby and the
UC lobby. The polls will be
open from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. and from 6:30 p .m to
9 p.m. for night students.

hardworking, experienced
and determined to help
them. I have been a senator
for over a year and as a
Senator have worked with
our last two presidents. I feel
I know what is required of
this position and I am ready
to do my best to fulfill those
requirements. I honestly enjoy working in the area of
Student Affairs which makes
it easier to work hard."
Mike Pile is Franz' running mate and is seeking the
vice-presidency. Pile was
nominated to fill the vacancy
of the office of vice-president
in January. He is the United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
vice-president, Distributive
Education Clubs of America
president, Swimming Team,
member Student Governments Publications Committee member and Food Committee Chairman, Kappa
Sigma-Grand Master of
Ceremony and Committee

(Seep.a·, .
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HEALTH FAIR ·· Monday Health Fair was In
full swing. The crowd was excellent, says
nurse Castillo. Shown above are representatives from Memorial Medical Center.

James Dickey ,Writer,
Visits P AU Audience
By LETICIA DIAZ

James Dickey

He is a highminded writer
of long poems. His first
novel "Deliverance" described by the Chicago Tribune
as "pure adventure with the
extremities of fear and
danger."
His novel was made into a
suspenseful, adventure
some movie based on "four
decent suburban fellows
who go up to run a wild river
before it's damned up,
before it disappears forever.
These quotes were taken
fi:om a conversation with
James Dickey by Bill Moyer.
James Dickey, a powerful
southerner from South
Carolina, will be here on
campus today during activity
period in PAU's Fine Arts
Auditorium to read selections of his works. There will
be no charge.
Dickey will also present a
special performance tonight
at 8 p.m. also in the Fine
Arts Auditorium. His movie,
"Deliverance," where
Dickey appears as a rural

Georgia sherriff, will also be
shown whereafter Dickey
will have a discussion about
his movie and novel.
Essentially a writer of long
poems, Dickey, in 1966,
received the National Book
award in Poetry for
"Buckdancer Choice." He
has read. lectured widely,
and also served as a consultant in poetry lo the Library
of Congress.

Dickey has taught at the
Universities of Wisconsin,
Florida, Reed College and
Rice Institute
At President Jimmy
Carter's Inauguration,
Dickey was asked by the
President to read a poem
written by him entitled, "The
Strength of Field."
Dickey's appearance is
(See p.8)

Editorship Deadline
Still Remains
Only one application for
an editorship in Student
Publications has been received and th!! deadline ls next
Thursday, according to
Harry Quin, publications adviser.
The Publications Commit·
tee has set up requirement
for applicants and they have
been run in both a news

story and an ad in The Pan
American.
Editorships of The Pan
American and El Bronco
yearbook for next year are
both open and applications
for these posts should be
turned in to Quin for evaluation and presentation to the
committee. that group will
meet April 16 to consider filling the two posts.

1
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acuity In News
Editor's Note: In connection with publication of
a faculty news section, The Pan American aeks
departmental heads and faculty to submit news
Items to their conespondlng school deans. The
news Ite ms should Include faculty and student ac•
tlvltles of genenl Interest. It would be of great
help I■ the news Items could be typed double
space and turned In to the deans by no later than
Wedne9clay afternoon.
Pan American University's School of Education has just
been Invited by the National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE). Dr. Cy Kruse chairman of
(NCATE) and his 12•member team arrived at PAU Sun•
day and continued their on•slte visit until Wednesday.
Each visiting team member worked un a assigned task
according to his expertise; then submitted his findings in a
written report to Dr. Kruse.
Judgment regarding accreditation of the PAU Educa•
tion Department is reserved for the National Council
which will take action on the team findings during the
summer of 1979.
Dr. Hubert J. Miller, associate professor of history,
represented PAU at the Texas AAUP Conference, which
held Its biannual meeting in San Antonio, Mar<:h ?·3.
Dr. Miller also chaired a session at the annua.1 meeting
the Southwestern Council"of Latin American Studies,
t, uch 9-10. The session treated bilingual education for
M.,xican Indians a nd Mexican migration to the U.S. dur•
Ing the 20th century. One of the papers delivered was by
Armando Alonzo, a PAU graduate student in history.
On March 30, Dr. Miller will serve as the PAU
representative to the Texas Committee of the National
Coordinating Committee for the Promotion of History.
The meeting will be held In Dallas ~nd its main purpose Is
to Improve the teaching of history at all instructional
levels.
'

Security Goes To Extremes
EDITORS NOTE: According to
Chief Security Officer, Greg
Salazar, the driveway behind
the rear door of the Business
building is "strictly" for people who service the building.
All other vehicles are restricted
from parking in this designated area. It also serves for
emergencies.

Letter to the Editor:
It seems that Campus
Security officers will go to odd
lengths to fulfill the budgeted
quota of "traffic violation" fine
money. An incident which took
place at 10:05 Wednesday
morning certainly supports the
idea. Yes, there were witnesses to what I'm about to
relate.

Pat Klein·Gray, communications instructor, attended
the Interscholastic League Press Conference at the
University of Texas in Austin, Ma.r ch 16•17.
The ILPC is the UIL branch for high school journalists
in the state. Yearly competitions for newspapers and
yearbooks are held by the ILPC and the awards are given
at this workshop•conventlon.
She has presented workshop sessions in broadcm;ting
and film at the convention for the past six years. This year
she presented two sessions for high schools students en•
titled "How to Land Your First Job In Broadcasting."

It was sprinkling lightly, so
feeling benevolent, I told my
colleague that I would pick her
up at the rear door of the
Business School building. I
drove to the appointed spot
and a Security car followed,
and turned in behind me. Im•
mediately my intended pas•
senger walked out the door
and toward my car. There was
no delay, I hadn't even put the
car in park .
The Campus Security vehi·
de had pulled up directly
behind me, blocking any
move. A sergeant sauntered
up as I rolled my window
down.
"This is 'no parking'," he
said.
" I just pulled up to pick up
the lady who Just carne out the

Letter to the Editor:
I wish to respond to Rudy
Juarez's article of March 1,
1979 on his sociology pro•
fessor's statement that he
was here to teach Mexican•
American•s. The anglo student in the class to me was
voicing the opinion of the
typical anglo view that when
they are In the minority they
fear the majority of Mexican•
American students and
prefer that the professor
teach in the typical anglo
tead~g method.
May I put a question
before the professors of this
university. Should Me>lican·
Americans be taught as
Mexican-Americans or as
anglos which the student
body ls not representative of

as Mr. Juarez points out In
his statistics.
Another thing do anglo
students sympathize with
Mex ic an -A merican
students? "No!" Anglo
students do not sympathize
with Mexican -American
students. The anglo students
in classes that I have had
with Mexican•Americans
professors always attack
their lectures or material
when ii is contrary to the

''El Quetzal" centers
around Lorenzo, a young
Chicano. who after serving
serveral years in prison
returns home to face family
problems and former street
friends who still find It cool to
trip out on drugs.
Lorenzo gradually gains
awareness of the realities
around him and becomes in•
volved in the Chicano
movement, struggling

The University Center
·Programs Council will sponsor two performances of "El
Quetzal" by Teatro de la
Genie at Pan American
University on April 3.
The 10 a .m . performance
is for students and other in•
terested grol•ps. At 8: 15
p.m. performance is open to
the public. Both perfor·
mances will be at the Ane
Arts Auditorium.

anglo side of the story.
Please let us go free Mr.
Juarez (or is it no Taco)
writing material that betrays
your Mexican•American
heritage. You are a VENDIDO in my view.
Let
the
Mexican -

but in my opinion, this In•
stance is absurd. Section 20
E·F of the Uniform Ad of Texas
Motor Vehicle Law Book, Arti•
de 2 states a difference bet•
ween parking and "stand•
ing." Parking is an otherwise
than temporary halting of a
vehicle engaged in loading or
unloading passengers or mer•
chandise. Standing, on the
other hand, is the temporary
halting of a vehicle while
engaged in the loading or
unloading of passengers.
If I had actually left the car,
if my passenger was not in
sight, if I had been there over
30 seconds - anything • I
would understand. I mean no
disrespect. but what we have
here is an abuse of his badges'
authority.
Tell me, sergeant, when SO·
meone has pulled up for Dean
McMichael. or another faculty
member, have you given tham
a citation for It? And what
about the Tom Company
delivery truck parked
beside tht. spot I was standing
in without the driver even in
sight? He didn't have a ticket.
There may be a great
amount of true illegal parking,
but this is a bit overzealous,
don·t you think? Surely, sergeant, your time could be more
wisely used • or you could at
least mark the proper offense if
you want to issue citations.

American student body
know what the anglo student
(referred to in your letter)
views on Mexican·American
and anglo cultures in the
Valley area. Tio Juarez, if
you do not want reverse
discrimination. then lets
have segregation on cam•
pus . Thus, that way
Mexican·American professors will teach MexicanAmerican students; and
Anglo professors can teach
Anglo students. Then, their
will be no problem over race
or cultural relations.
By the way you shame,
dishonor and betray the very
honorable name of "Juarez
(Benito)"

Susan E. Pearson
510-64-3030
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Teatro de la GentePresent:s'El Quetzal'

Theatre In Final Production Of Season
'The Country Wife'
Th e Pan American
University Theatre is cur•
rently in rehearsal for its
final production of the sea•
son, "The Country Wife," by
William Wycherley, a fastmoving , light-hearted
Restoration comedy that
takes place in London during the 17th Century.
The energy•packed script
revolves around elegant
ladies and well-mannered
gentlemen who beneath
elaborate wigs and make•up
are constantly plotting new
ways to attract the attention
of the opposite sex. Excitement and fun builds as the
intricatly woven plot inevitably and literally catches
the characters with their
pants down.
Mr. Horner. played by
Mark Servis, has cleverly
dlvised a way to gain the
trust of London husbands
and the love of their wives.
Mr Harcourt, played by
Keith Bodenhamer, doggedly follows after his beloved

door, is that 0.K.," I said
pleasantly. pointing to my colleague.
·
He made no reply. but in•
stead, walked back to his car
and took out his ticket pad and
proceeded to fill out a citation.
I got out of may car and stared
at him incredulously, not beli•
eving my eyes.
Trying to control my voice I
said "This Is ridiculous. if you
wlll move your car, I'll leave."
He made no reply. so I tried
again, angered now, "Why
don't we just go see the
Chief?'.
"I don't think he's-in the office right now:· replied the
sergeant, handing me the ticket.
Now I realize that traffic
security is his responsibility,

~nglo Fears
Mexican-American'

r-'

Dr. Robert Guinn, assistant professor of physical
education, h(ls had two articles published recently.
"Recreatlon'll Vehicle Tourists: Barriers to Recreating,"
was publis"ed in the 'Texas Association for Health,
Physical Education and Recreation Journal," Feb., 1979
(with Charles Fisher).
"Self-Reported Attitudes of Mexican•American Drug
Use," appeared In The lntematlona/ Journal of the Addictions. April 1979.
On March 19, Dr. Guinn presented a paper, "Leisure
Attitudes and Practices of Elderly Recreational Tourists."
at the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education
and Recreation National Convention in New Orleans.
He has also been named to the Task Force on Marijuana of the 1979 National Drug Abuse Conference that
will be held in New Orleans, August 1979.
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Alithea, played by Chris
Herrera, and is the only
gentlemen with honorable
intentions.
Mr. Dorilant, played by
Tom Collins, is the funloving, frolicking side-kick.

ladies who add delight and
humor to the play. Lucy,
Alithea's maid, played by
Lyn Cramer comes to the
rescue and untangles the
crisis as was typical In
plays of the period Ricardo

Mr. Pinchwife, played by
Jack Strawn, ls the overly.
protective aging husband of
the "country wife."
Albert Garza plays Mr.
Sparkish, the all.too-naive
suitor to Alithea. Andy
Elnkauf plays Sir Jasper
Fidget, a robust, misinformed gentlemen who foolishly
lends his wife to Homer tor
"safe.keeping." Mrs. Mar•
gery Pinchwife, played by
Linda Noble, is the young
innocent "country wife" who
has fallen hopelessly in love
with Horner and who causes
Mr. Plnchwif~ several ulsers.
Four wonderful women.
Catherine Bodenhamer.
Mary Jane Anderson, Tina
Atkins and Martha Nichols
play verv prim and proper

Saldivar plays the cynical
quack. Alex Gray plays the
messenger.
In addition to the highly
entertaining play and the
talented actors the Valley

audiences will be enchanted
with authentic 17th Century
costumes designed by dra·
ma major Albert Garza.
They are authentic dupli•
cates in style and fabric of
the clothes worn in the mid
1660's.
Performance dates are
April 4-7 at 8: 15 p m . in the
Media Theatre in the LRC.
For Information and ticket
reservations call 381·3581.

- Rafael Gonzalez
459-06-6363

earnestly against the drug
flow which is a serious problem in his community. He
is finally killed by top drug
dealers but before dying
makes a compassionate
speech about continuing the
struggle of his people to
preserve the values of their
Mexican culture.
"El Quetzal" was Inspired
by the ancient Maya myth of
the quetzal bird. a creature
that prefened noble death to
loss of freedom, thus, the
spectacle includes the traditional quetzal dance and
music.
"El Quetzal" has proven
to be one of the most pro•
mising endeavors Teatro de
la Gente has taken on. The

18 characters in the play are
performed by the 10 actors
of Tealro de la Gente
Esmeralda Bernal , a
Raymondville native; Rose
Elva Campos, Cuauhtemoc
Castanon, Evangelina
Chaidez, Liliana Delgadillo,
Humberto Morales, Linda
Morales, Michael Ramos,
Eduardo Hernandez Reyes
and Adrian Vargas, writer
and director.
Admission to El Teatro's
two performances at PAU Is
$1 for students, $1.75 for
PAU faculty and staff. and
$2.50 general admission.
Ticket Information may be
obtained
by
calling
381· 2601.
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Second Hall Of
Exchange Follows

Chemistry Majors Accepted
To Dental,Medical Schools
Four majors from the
Department of Chemistry at
Pan American University
have been accepted to dental and medical schools for
the fall semester of 1979.
Among those are three
students from Edinburg
--Franklin G . Well~ Kathryn
M . Estrada and James
Hesbrook and Bertha L.
Rodriguez from Alamo.
Franklin G. Wells is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Wells. He will attend dental
school at University of Texas
at San Antonio. Wells has
been a participant of the
minority Biomedical Support (MBS) program for two
years he was selected to
Who's Who in American
Colleges and Universities in
1977-78 and is a member of
Alpha Chi. scholastic
honorary. He will get his
B.S. degree in Chemistry
this May.
Kathryn M. Estrada,

daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Andres Estrada will attend the
medical school of the University of Texas at Dallas.
She is a Kappa Delta, where
she held a number of chapter offices and has been
president of Pan Hellenic,
vice president of Bio League
and treasurer of the American Chemical Society Student Chapter. She was
elected to Who's Who in
1977-78, has participated in
the minority Biomedical
Support (MBS) program for

two years and received the
Dean·s Leadership Award in
1978. She will get her B.S.
degree in Chemistry in May.
Bertha L. Rodriguez, daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Portirio
Rodriguez will attend the
medical school of the University of Texas at San Antonio. She was selected to
Who's Who in 1978-79.
She has received a number
of scholarships including the
South Texas Section of the
American Chemical Society
Scholarship. She is a tutor

International Student Exchange members who par-

for health related professions
at Pan American University.
She will get her BS degree in
chemistry in August.
James Hesbrook son of
Mrs. Hesbrook will attend
dental school at the University of Texas at Houston. He
is a member of the lntercollegiate Knights and Alpha
Chi, a scholastic honorary.
He was selected to Who's
Who in 1978-79. He will get
his BS degree in biologychemistry in May.

Thieves Still Exist
Although the Pan American campus has been quiet the
past month things are starting lo pick up, starting with
wire-spoke hubcap thefts.
Joe Ponce, criminal investigator for PAU, said three
Ford T-birds had their hubcaps stolen the past week.
"There is no pattern the thieves are following." he added.
"The thieves also seem to be concentrating on wire
spoke hubcaps, especially those put out by Ford." Ponce
went on to say that now would be a good time to join
Operation I.D.

ahip.
UMR Chancellor, Joseph M.
Marchello, will welcome the

group at the opening session
April 3 . Dr. Robert Barefield,
director of UMR's Counseling
an~ Testing Center; Dr.
Stephen Douglas, associate
dean of extension and continuing education; and the
Reverend Clayton Smith, protestant chaplain for the United
Ministries in Higher Education

at UMR, will direct workshops
for the group. John M.
Brewer, professor emeritus of
English, will deliver the
Founder's Day address.
Social activities scheduled
by the group include a hayride,
Founder's Day banquet, a
Royal Queen's pageant and
Royal Ball. The latter two
events are open to the public.

.I

I

Rodriguez
I
I

Deadline Nears For PLSP Group
Friday is the deadline for
President's Leadership
Scholarship applications, according to Judy Pranter,
associate dean of students.
Students eligible for the
scholarships are high school
seniors who are Involved In
student activities in their
school.
Five hundred and fifty app Ii cations have been

distributed to varioul Valley

high schools and from these,
50 students will be chosen
by the President's Leadership Scholarship selection
committee to recieve the
$ 100 scholarships.
Funds for present PAU
freshmen who received the
PLS last semester are
presently being sought so
the PLS students may continue recieving the scholarship money. Recipients will

be required to attend a varie•
ty of sessions, meetings and
conferences throughout the
semester with an election of
officers and regular meetings
being called.
Dr. Gilberto de los Santos. dean of students, said
that the main reason for the
PLS is to get students who
were outstanding and active
in high school to attend
PAU. Applications may be
picked up at UC 105.

Two Members Win
Lone Star Award
Two members of Pan
American Universitys·
Forensic Team won awards
at Texas A&l Universitys·
Lone Star Conference
Speech Tournament March
23-24.

Donna Garcia, freshman ,
won a first place trophy in
prose interpretation . She
also received a certificate for
dramatic interpretation.

Joe Salazar, senior, won a
fourth place certificate In extemporaneous speaking.
The forensic team
members competed against
representatives from 7 other
state universities. according
to Garcia. The PAU team is
under the directorship of
Neal Rieke. PAU communications instructor.

Derby Days Set
The Kappa Sigma fraternity will have the annual Derby
Day, today and Delta Zeta and Kappa Delta sororities will
participate in the event.
_ The sorority collecting the most derbys will attend the
Kappa Sigma champalgne party April 28.

Help On Tax Forms

l

Donna Garcia
PROBLEM PREGNANCY
INFORMATION
Adoption?

Aborflon?

Pr~naney Tatfng • Couna~llng • Refnral•

CALL

(512) 828-9316
Tena

San Antonio,

change at Pan Am have

only," he said.
Students will spend both

been Invited to participate in
the second half of the pro-

nights at the homes of student hosts. Then they will be

gram at the University of
Nuevo Leon at Monterrey

escorted by these hosts during the two days. Ortega added.
Students will leave Pan
Am April 4 at 8 a .m . and will
return April 6 at 7 p .m.
For more Information
contact Or. O rtega at

April 4-6.
"I urge students to come
by my office and sign up.''
said Dr. Tony Ortega, division head of School of
Business. "PAU soccer and
tennis team members who
would like to join us are also

381-3311. Students may
also sign up at BA 114-K.

Student Receives
Award For Paper

IK'sAreAmong Universities
Pan American University Intercollegiate Knights will be
one of the 28 universities to attend The Intercollegiate
Knights national convention
April 3-7 at the University of
Missouri-Rolla.
Intercollegiate Knights is an
honorary service fraternity
whose members must have a
grade average qf al least 3.0
out of 4.0. It is a relatively new
organization with 16 chapters
In the western half of the
United States.
Between 60 and 75
delegates are expected to attend the four-day meeting in
Rolla, which features reports
on chapter activities and
workshops on such topics as
motivation, parUamentary procedure, project development,
public relations, and leader-

ticipated in the previous ex-

invited. We plan to take 100
students so there will be a
small fee for transportation

Alpha Kappa Psi will sponsor their third Tax Assistance
Program during activity period on April 3 . All interested
students. faculty and staff members are welcome lo obtain
free counseling and assistance on their 1040A Tax Form.
All you need to do is bring the necessary information and
forms with you , a representative said.

UCPC Has Showings
A special two-day showing of "The Rocky Horror Picture Show" will be presented by the University Center
Programs Council (UCPC) , Friday and Saturday at 9
p.m. at the LRC Media Theatre.
The picture involves a young couple which stumbles into a castle inhabited by weirdos from the planet Transylvania. They meet Dr. Frank N. Furler, a Frankenstein
in rhinestone heels, and his muscular transvestite blond
monster whose bizarre appetites are assuaged by seducing first the girl then conquering the boy.
Admission charge will be $1 for PAU students and $2
general admission.

Estanlslado Rodriguez has
received an award for the
best paper presented in the
Collegiate Academy Division of the Texas Academy
of Science at the annual
meeting held at The University of Texas at Arlington
March 8-10, 1979.
His paper is entided "The
Effect of Monosodium
Methanearsonate Herbicide
on Growth of Mus muscles"
and is the result of research

conducted as an undergra•
duate lrainee working with
Dr. Frank Judd on a grant
from the National Institutes
of Health MBS Program .
Rodriguez is a junior at
Pan American University.
He was also elected vicepresident of the Collegiate
Academy. In April he wiU
present a paper at the
Minority Biomedical Symposium in Atlanta, Georgia.
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The human services pro•
gram in the division of health
related professions has been
accpeted for review for pro•
gram approval by the Na-

direct treatment services to
individuals, families, and
groups, (2) to beginning
levels of the program
development, administra-

tional Council for Standards
In Human Services Education, developed by the
Southern Regional Educa•
tton Board

non, and evaluatton, and (3)
to student self-growth, both
individually and Interpersonally

Of over 300 human services programs In the nation,
the PAU human services
program will be one of five
to be considered this fall

Additionally, programs
must devote a minimum of
20 percent of credit hours of
the human service major
field experience component.
For students at Pan
American University, this

To be approved, the
bachelor's degree program
must meet certain education
criteria. This Includes trainIng skills cpmmon (1) to the
provision of supervised

A QUIET ATMOSPHERE ·· The Baptist Stu•
dent Center offers a quiet place for students
to fellowship and study. Gary WIison, Edin·
burg Junior, and Nancy Hayes, McAllen
freshman, right, enjoy the atmosphere for
studying. The center Is across University
Drive south of the campus.
The following list of companies and schools will be Interviewing students today through Apr. 11. All students
interested should sign up in the offu of Career Planning,
Placement, and Testing UC 116. This list Is subject to
change.
March

29

Burroughs Welcome
Co.
Clark County,
Nevada Schools

30

April

2

Conroe I.S.D.

2

Armstrong Cork Co.

2-3

Galena Park l.S.D.

3
3.4

Harlandale 1.S.O.,
San Antonio
Eagle Pass I.S. D.

4

Singer-Link Co.

4
4

Merck, Sharp &
Oohme
Galveston l.S.O.

4

VISTA/Peach Corps.

Sales • all Majors
Elementary Blllngual/Blcultural,
Secondary
Elementary and $econdary
Marketing, Sales,
Business
El~mentary and Secondary
Elementary and Secondary
Elementary and Secondary
Physics, Math, Computer Science, EngineerIng
Biology, Chemistry,
Business
Elementary and $econdary
All majors

University Of Denver
Offers 5-Week Conference
A five-week conference
for career oriented journalists will be offered this
summer by the University of
Denver beginning June 10.
It will be limited to 20 participants selected in regional

competition.
The Media Evaluation
Conference on Commercial
Activities, MECCA, will be
an all-tuition paid jll'.Ogram.
It is _dasign~d ro provide
journalists with knowledge

CarsWill BeTowed
At Red Fire Lanes
In the future, all cars parked In the Pan American
University fire lanes wtll be
towed away at owner's ex•
pense. said Investigator Joe
Ponce of the Traffic Security
Department.
To help identtfy these
areas, the curbs of the fire
laJ'les are being painted red.
Ponce stated that the reason
for the new fire engines
would be unable to get to the
fire plugs If there were a car
blocking the lane. Cars in
the lanes also make It Im•
possible for the city garbage
trucks to get to the large
trash cans to empty them.
The one curb that will be a
tow-away zone that will remain yellow is near the
baseball field. However, it
will be clearly marked with
the word tow-away as will
the new red curbs.
PAU is in the process of
upgradlng all its traffic signs
to meet state specifications.
Faded old stop signs will be
replaced with new red ones.
There will be several new
yield signs. The tow-away
zones will have signs warnIng students that they are
tow-away zones
In addition to the new
signs, PAU Is planning to
add a number of new street

lights. Parking lot H , which
has no lights at the present
time, will receive several.
More are to be added near
the University Center. The
field behind the Fine Arts
building which Is used by
runners at night will be lit
And there will be lights added north of the women's
dorm.

~

A trip to the hospital can
be a very frightening experience for a child, and the
Texas Student Nurses
Association Is working to
make that experience a bit
more pleasant.
TSNA has joined the campaign for Children's Rights
with the announcement of a
plan to collect donations for
children's wards in local
hospitals. The program
seeks to provide toys and
decorations and needs the
support of the members of
the community, according to
a TSNA spokesperson.
The program wtll also Include public information
regarding Issues which
directly affect the health and
welfare of children. This wtll
be carried out through the
production of posters outlining four major areas of con-

Very Special Gift

Por';;/➔

visited Pan American
University. He provided Information about the national
scope of human services
education
He
also
presented Ideas regarding
further development of the
Pan American human services program in areas which
would facilitate approval of
the program.
In preparation for the
review, the program's community advisory board is being revitalized, with agency
representatives invited from
Amigos Del Valle, Rio
Grande Center for MH/ MR,
The Texas Rehabilitation
Commission, Tropical Texas
Center for MH/ MR, South
Texas Independent School
District, and a student ad·
vocate. The Board will provide input Into the self study

process currently underway,
as well as provide input
regarding manpower trainIng needs.

cern; accident prevention,
nutrition , Immunization, and
health education. Most persons, for example, are not

to the development of Individual abilities.
Much of the material used
In TSNA's public Informa-

aware of the fact that
automobile accidents are the
single largest killer of
American children TSNA's

tion project comes from the
American Academy of
Pediatrics. The AAP In•
itiated the "Speak UP For

work will educate the public
as to potential dangers and
their prevention.

Children!" program to coin•
c,de with the International
Year of the Child. According

The project Is developed
In connection with the Inter·
national Year of the Child, a
United Nations declaration

to the AAP, the program has
as its goal " to cause
consciousness-raising across
the American community

which seeks to Insure
children of the world receive
basic human rights. These
rights Include affection, love,

concerrnng the total health
and welfare of all children."
Anyone In the Rio
Grande Valley who wants to

understanding, nutrition and
education. Other areas of
concern are the right to be
among the first to receive

contribute to the TSNA's
work toward brightening up
the children's wards of
hospitals should contact

relief In times of disaster, the
right lo be brought up in a
spirit of peace and universal
brotherhood, and the right

Deborah
Wright
at
383-7019 at Pan American
University's Nursing Depart•
ment.

Nelco

Panasonic

All makei

Electronics

Special discounts for PAU students
MOur goo/ i. your ~ti.Jactlon"

ONLY BASS MAKES SUNJUNS'

f... (!.~,..•in ..
•Watcbes

• Diamonds
IION. IJllt

2110 North 10th St. McAllen • 682-7151

useful In the understanding
and evaluating of commercial enterprise and activity.
Students interested in applying can obtain Information by writing to: Dr. Mort
Stern, (MECCA Program);
Executive Assistant to the
Chancellor; University of
Denver; University Park;
Denver, CO. 80208. All applications must be turned in
by April 1. The announce•
ment of selected participants
will be made April 15, and
the conference will be from
June 10 through July 14.
Instructors for the conference will be professors
with backgrounds in business, government, law,
finance and international affairs. Faculty members wiU
also include dtsttnguished
journalists with extensive
background in the reporting
of business affairs.

phasis the faculty of such
programs are typically
drawn from a variety of professions,
including
psychiatry,
nursing,
psychology, social work,
rehabilitation and counseling.
Dr. Harold McPheeters,
executive director of the
Southern Regional Educatton Board and also member
of the National Association
of Social workers (NASW)
accreditation board, recently

TSNA Works For Children

F• That
Step into the p1llowy suede innersole and you II know
you ve found the reel thing - San Sun1un1 • The label ,oyi
Bou The look soys Sau The qual,ty ,oys San There 1
no companion Came 1tt f01 )'()urielf y.,., won t have
to k>ok. ony f1,1r~ fo, your fovor,ie summet 10ndoh
Becou,e ,I ,1 , Sau, ,t , for real

translates to more than
1,000 hours of mental
health/rehabilitation-related
community agency experience by the end of the

four years of work.
Another unique aspect of
the human service concept is
its trans-professional em-

• Fine Jewelry
•Gifts For All Occasiont
IDl•UIG

Bob's Sewing Machine Center
Sales and &rulce

Sewing machine• Vacuum Cleaners
Bob Castillon
owner

383-7313
204 East University
EdlnburQ
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Time-Saving and Money-Saving
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Quick-Disconnects

89

C

Rosin Core Solder

Instant,
solderless
wiring
j ~
connections. itii
Assorted,
~
some
,1,
insulated.
·"
Quick melting for easy soldering!
64-3039
Non-corrosive core. 64-001
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Prevent theft by
storing your tape
player out of

b
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Auto Lighter Plug \.....""",ft
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On Scads of
Selected
Electronic
Items!
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Plug-In

Timer
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Matches 300-ohm TV antenna to
75-ohm coaxial cable. Indoor/
outdoor. 15-1140
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resistance. With _ 'ii
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Battery Charger
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~,,J Keeps your nickel cadmium
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1.25V

23-1 23

: "O" Cell
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@) 23-125
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" AA" Cell

Battery
Tester

995

Never get caught
with dead batteries.
Test nearly all
types. 22-030

'

2-Set TV Coupler

8-Foot TV Coax Cable

2s9~

219

Ideal to use from
TV-set to wall
plate. Polyfoam 75-ohm cable has
F-59 connectors on each end.
Ready to use! 15-1530

Lets you use up to two TV or FM
sets from one antenna in strong
signal areas! Self-adhesive for
indoor mounting . 15-1 501

Speaker Wire

.AM/FM Car Antenna
699

~

Enjoy improved reception of FM
and FM-stereo! One-piece
stainless steel whip with cable.
Mounts on top cowl or fender.
12- 1329

278-1 602

I!]

Pkg. of 2

.o/b.~~:~ 53 s

y .
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~
·
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batteries at full strength. 23-122

,

Perfect for all
hi-fi and PA
applications.
Heavy-duty 18-gauge twoconductor wire for minimum loss
- great for solid-state amplifiers.

'I Rechargeable Batteries

!

Batteries not included . .

8 111,11. • 9

.L .

Lets you connect
a modular phone
.
to a 4-prong jack
by converting the
4-prong jack to accept the
new-type modular plug. Easy
plug-in installation. 279-351
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Gives automatic i®on-off control of almost any lamp ,,...
or appliance. No wires to install. "'
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Powers
accessories
in your car
easily. Perfect
for CB and tape players. Wi th
_. instructions. 274-331

Huge Savings
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Six precision
screwdrivers. With
plastic case. 64-1948

Lightweight. stay-cool grip makes
soldering easy! 30-watt. 64-2067

'

Don't let a worn stylus damage
your records - replace your
present stylus now!

T

399

Don't Miss the
~ 2nd BIG
~ --.-·
of Week

Replacement Styli

Slide-In
Mount

Screwdriver
Set

Soldering Iron

Pkg.of&

~i:;.!~~::f.~' x:c~~. ~

Each
319
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Ceramic Magnets

TV Tuner
Cleaner

15Ceach
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Racketball Is A Used Sport
By KELLY LEIMON
Racketball may not be
talked about much but it sure
Is played enough, at least
that is what Pan American
students say when neither of
the two courts on campus
are vacant.
U court time Is not made
before 5 p .m ., then It's on a
first come first served basis,
said Mary Cantu, custodian.
Reservations for the
women can be made
through Cantu who is
located in the women's
dressing room of the
physical education building.
For the men. reservations
are made with Selso
Ramirez.
The courts are reserved
for one hour Intervals and
the reservations are made
only for the immediate day;
no prior ones are accepted.
If you want to try your
luck at racketball and you
don't have a racket, just stop
by the physical education
building and present your
1.0 . card. They physical
education people will loan
you a racket says Cantu.
Yvette Davila of Edin•
burg, freshman at PAU who
has been playing for two
years, said that the University needs to build more courts
to facilitate the many
students who enjoy pla\l!!lg

either racketball or handball.
Many students not only
play on campus during their
spare time but students also
belong to various racketball
clubs around the Valley, said
Davila.
Another veteran at the
game of racke tba ll is
sophomore Joe Hernandez
of Harlingen. He has been
playing for about three

years. "The most popular
time for students to play
racketball Is at night, not only because of the availability
of time but also bacause it is
cooler" said Hernandez.
Racketball can not be only
played In pairs but also In
foursomes or even singly. It
is much like tennis except
that is is played Indoors
without a net.

Rather than hitting to your
opponent, first the object is
to hit the front wall making
your competition struggle to
return the serve in order to
defend the point.
The scoring system is a
major difference. Rather
than love, 30, 40 and game,
racketball is scored like pingpong. The first player to
reach 21 wins the game.

Survey Shows Books
Checked Out Increased
By PATIY R.ORES

restrictions are placed on the
number of books a student
can check out. By taking too
many, however, they can
keep other students from obtaining the materials needed
for their assignments. "The
library does not have a
serious problem in students
returning overdue books,"
said Gause.
Figures. show that the

Comparison of the total
number of books checked
out by students in 1975 and
in 1978, shows an increase
of more than 10,000, according to George R . Gause
Jr. , circulation librarian.
Months that show high increases in check outs are
March with a total of
10,641, and April with
17,375 . Ga u se said ,
"Students are usually involved In writing research papers
during these months."
Although the library has
more than 428,000 volumes
(including micro books and
periodicals), Gause said no

students enrolled at PAU
checked out 8,241 books,
and 893 were checked out
by the PAU faculty and staff
during February.
Letters reminding patrons
of overdue books went to
826 students. If fines are not
paid , the student's grade will
be held up. The.re is no fine
on books that are one day
overdue.

Pianist To Perform
John Raimo, pianist, and head of the keyboard department of Pan American University will be presented by the
PAU Music Department on the Faculty Artist Series on
April 2 in the Pan American University Fine Arts
Auditorium.
The program Is free of charge, and the public is invited.

Prices Continue To Rise
As the price of everything
continues to rise all over
Texas, it seems the Pan
American dorms have
already experienced the rate
increase.
Pan American's dorms
went up $75 In the fall
semester of ~978. During
the fall and spring semester
there are two boarding plans
available: A 20-meal-

Sonic Drlv•ln

1205$. Closnet
Edinburg, Tex.
383-9304

KEN'S

P-1

Buy one,
get one· &ee.

...............
-.....
ken's

week plan from Monday
breakfast through Sunday
lunch and a 15-meal-per
week plan from Monday
breakfast through Friday
dinner. During summer
terms only the 20-meal-per
week plan is available. The
dormitory fees for fall or spring semester 15-meal plan is
$570 and the 20 meal plan
Is $600. During the summer
semester each session is
$210.
The dormitory rooms are
modern air-conditioned
facilities. Even though PAU
dorms have risen in cost
they are still the cheapest in
the state of Texas.
The current rates at some
universities in Texas are
North Texas State, $870;
Southwest Texas State,
$828;
University of
Houston, $797; and A&I
University, $697.
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Evaluations Are
Still Providers
By CYNTHIA GARCIA

Since the 1977 fall semester, PAU students have been
providing faculty with information about the courses they
teach by filling out faculty evaluation forms.
This system, developed by a Texas A&I professor, is
called the Course Instructor Evaluation Questionnaire
(CIEQ). By using the CIEQ, every student in every class
has had the opportunity to express his or her feelings
about the course, the way It is taught, how interesting it is,
how interesting it is, how difficult it is and how well the instructor performs.
Many students believe that the forms are not useful;
however, according to Dr. Kevin Morse, director of curriculum development, these evaluations are an important
contribution of information to faculty, department heads
and deans.
The evaluations are processed through the University's
computer and each course section's total evaluation is
read on the printout. Each faculty member can see how
the various aspects of a course are rated in comparison
with all other courses.
Morse says that the evaluation results are available to
students In each of the University's departments, but the
printouts may be difficult for most students to read and
understand.
He says that each faculty member is shown how to read
the printout. "It's important that they can read it because
they can see what students think about the course and
what they (faculty) can do to improve It," according to
Morse.
He has found that the faculty generally improves from
semester to semester. "It's amazing how they can change
after the evaluations," he says. Some instructors ask for
Morse's assistance in reading the printouts so that they
can understand and possibly correct the deficiency.
Morse believes that the evaluations are really powerful
because the data they supply is so helpful. He would like
all students to be able to read the printouts.
On the printout, the entire class' rating of each question
is averaged. Its rating is on a decile scale (1-10). A 0, 1 or
2 is a below average rating: 3-6 is average and above 6 is
very good.
According to Morse, the PAU faculty rates as high as
those from other campuses. He has found that there are
more teachers who get above average ratings than those
who get poor ones.
"It's not perfect, but it's useful," he says. The ratings are
sometimes low only because the course is unpopular one.
Courses such as Math 1300 and English 1301 ususally
get low ratings regardless of the instructor.
Also, a teacher might have a temporary personal crisis
which affects his teaching performance.
He believes that although some faculty members do not
like the evaluations, most teachers rea 1,y want to hear
both good and bad comments. The individual opinions
written on the back of the evaluation sheets are useful in
correcting ineffective teaching methods.
According to Morse, PAU students will be asked to fill
out the evaluation forms this week He urges students to
comment honestly on the evaluations since their opinions
will be used only for Improvements and will not be held
against the students.

PLS Group To Meet
All original President Leadership Scholarship winners
are expected to attend a mandatory meeting today during
Activity Period in University Center 305A.
According tn Oscar Garza. treasurer of the PLSP. the
meeting has to do with the breakfast or lunch for the incoming members to the scholarship program.
" It is very important that everybody shows because we
need to show the new scholarship winners what the
group is all about." Garza said.
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Baseballers Sweep Spartan Series
P AU Extends Winning Streak to Eight Games
Despite missing the services of starting first baseman
Marty
Dolfuss,
the
baseballers have found out
they have got to make the
NCAA Playoffs in order for
him to play in any more
games for Pan American
University or the "Green
Machine."
The
Broncs
have
responded to the task so far
as they once again defeated
the Michigan State Spartans
to extend their winning
streak against the visitors lo
slx with a convincing 6-0,
9-3 thumping Monday afternoon.
Once again, head coach
Al Olgetree was blessed with

good solid pitching as Jerry
Smith mowed down the
Spartans on four hits. But,
fellow teammate Kenny
Rieger was not to be outdone as he scuttled the
Michigan State batters allowing only two safties.
Rieger
raised
his
unblemished record to 5-0,
while Smith upped his mark
to a near perfect record of
5-1.
But it was not only the pitching that carried the Broncs
to their twin bill sweep as the
pitchers got support from the
"Green Machine" was once
again in high gear as
Leonard Tyrone and Dana
Roberts blasted round trip-

pers. It as Tyrones first
homerun of the season, but
for Roberts, it was his second clout of the season.
Yet, it was the entire
"Green Machine" feasting
on Spartan pitching as they
rattled them for 23 hits.
Both Smith and Rieger
are southpaws and the
twosome pitched masterfully
as Reiger threw only 88 pitches, while Smith bettered
that mark with 86 pitches.
Smith only had trouble in
the last inning and it cost him
the chance of lowering that
pitching mark.
Those two wins were
followed by another double-

header sweep on Tuesday
night as the "Green
Machine" made mince meat
of the Michigan State Spartans by whopping them 8-1
and 7-5.
The two wins upped their
record to 37-6 and extended
the baseballers' winning
skein to eight in a row.
The two wins also gave
PAU a sweep of the entire
eight game series with the
Spartans.
This is very unusual that
one team totally dominates
another squad, but the
Broncs combined good pitching, solid defense and
timely hitting to best the
visitors from the North.

The eight losses should
make the Spartans wish they
had not made the long trip
down to the Valley and the
losses make the trip that
much longer.
The opening contest was
totally dominated by the
Broncs as Larry Harris raised
his season mark to 5-1. The
game was really never in
doubt as the baseballers
pounded the Michigan State
for eight runs with eight hitsin the qame.
Although the second
game ended with a two run
bulge, the game was not
decided until the final out as
Michigan State tried to end
the dro'-!ght as had two run-

ners on with the tying run in
the batters box with only one
out.
Rios hung in against the
Spartans to raise his record
to 5-1. Rios struck out 11
Michigan State batters en
route to his victory.
After taking their longest
break from competltlon--two
days--in the past three
weeks. the Pan American
University baseball Broncs
will return to action here Friday and Saturday against
the
Hardin-Simmons
University .Cowboys from
Abilene.
Doubleheaders are set for
6 p .m. Friday and Saturday
at Jody Ramsey Stadium.

RGV Spinners Do Their Thing
Broncs Lose In Excitipg Game, 32-30
By OSCAR GARZA
Converse tennis shoes, long shoes, shorts and basketball jersey; sounds like any regular basketball player right?
Wrong, the Rio Grande Valley Wheelchair Athletic
Association, otherwise known as the RGV Spinners, are
unlike any roundball team because they are handicapped, but this does not stop their output as they have
become wheelchair basketball experts.
If you do not believe this, ask the Pan Am Broncs'
roundballers as the Spinners weaved their majic on the

'All we wanted to do was to be competitive'
home team as they defeated them in an exciting contest,
32-30 in the fifth annual event.
Over 100 people showed up for the game at the PAU
Fieldhouse March 23 and those fans turned quickly to the
Spinners, as they roared their approval for every Spinner
hoop.
The rules of the contest were the same as a regular college basketball game, two 20 minutes halves. In addition,
traveling violations would be called if any players did not
dribble within two spins of the chair.
The chairs.do not hinder the Spinners as they use a full
court press to scuttle their opponents. Their offense is
nothing_more·than the run and qun stvle. This type of of-

'We wanted to have a good time playIng the game, but we also wanted to
beat them'
tensive tirepower is like the San Antonio Spurs of the National Basketball Association. The fast breaks show their
cat-like quickness and maneuverability on their
wheelchairs.
Practicing since May every Monday night for about
three hours gave the needed lndurance to the Spinners as
they wanted to wear down the Broncs.
"All we wanted to do was be competitive," Randy
Mantai, captain of the Spinners, said.
To even the contest, the Broncs had to also play in
wheelchairs and this really put a damper on Pan Am's size

'No, we are uying to get a softball and
bowling team!i' "'tarted for wheelchair
team competition'
and strong shooting ability. They had to rely onJheir long
arms and their upper body strenght to shoot long outside
jumpers plus ii aided them in defensing the Spinners.
Most of the Broncs had their fore fingers and thumbs
taped to prevent blisters except Danny Salisberv. "I really

don't know what lo expect, so I didn't want my hands
taped." Salisbery said.
Shooting would be the difference in the game and Rex

'I really didn't know what to expect,
so I didn't want my hands taped'
Spain said, "This is pretty weird and it is sure a long way
from the basket."
The Spinners went into the contest with the coolness of
veteran gamblers and they were ready to play. "We
wanted to have a good time playing the game, but we
also wanted to beat them also," Manta! said.
But the score or the outcome of the game was not of
the real importance, there were other ideas about the

'This ls pretty weird and It Is sure a
long way from the basket'
game. "We are trying to build fan support," Ed Martinez,
player, said. According to Martinez, the Spinners are trying to get and participate in the Lone Star Conference for
wheelchair basketball teams.
Already in the conference are squads from Houston ,
San Antonio, Dallas, Oklahoma City and Little Rock,
Arkansas.
However, there is one obstacle standing in the way of
the Spinners and joining the conference, money. Mar-

'We are trying to build fan support'
tlnez figures that it will cost around $20,000 for the team
to be able to play in the conference. The dollars will go to
travel accommodations for the Spinners and It will also
enable other teams to come to the Valley which the Spinners plan to help in their expenses.
"Right now, we are about a third of the way there,"
Martinez said.
Player coach Bennie "Chief' Ramirez is an original
Spinner and he says that the team was originally started in
California by the Veteran's hospital. Right now, most of

'Right now, we are about a third of the
way there'
the members of the Spinners are young and they have
only played with each for no more than eight months.
But do the Spinners just want to play basketball? "No,
we are trying to get a softball and bowling teams started
for wheelchair team competition," Mantai said . There are
other team sports on the drawing board also.
So . this is just the beginning for the Rio Grande Valley
Athletic Association or the Spinners and the only real
handicap for the future of the team is money and further
competition against other wheelchair squads.

TRYING TO SCORE - -

David Cantu of the
Rio Grande Valley Spinners tries to add two
more points to the team's score. Cantu and
the Spinners defeated the Broncs 32-30
March 23. (Staff Photo by David Krueger)

Three Netters
Rank In Top
Fifty Players
In the current standings
for colligiate by Michelob
Light for the official ITCA
point totals for all-Americans
selections to the NCAA. Pan
Am's John Picken ranks No.
19.
Picken is this slot with
seven other top plavers
In the No. ·1 position, is
Andy Kohlberg of the
University of Tennessee.
Following Kohiberg are two
Princeton teammates, Jay
Lapidus in the No 2 position and Leif Shiras ranked
No. 3
Picken totaled 120 for the

top ranking as he is seeded
Following Picken in the
rankings for the Broncs are
Derek Segal, who is No. 35
with 100 points. Rounding
out the representation for
Pan American is Alfonso
Gonzalez in the No. 50 position
Gonzalez is currently
ranked No. 1 on the PAU
squad and Seqal is No. 3.
The netters get back into
the swing of things as they
play Ohio Stale University at
the Orville Cox Tennis
Stadium March 31 .
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on Student Involvement
Chairman. He feels he is
qualified for the office
because: "I have been to a
National Campus Action
Seminar in New Orleans. I
also attended a statewide
Campus Action Seminar at
Baylor University. I feel
these provided me with the
training to hold leadership
positions which is evidenced
by the positions I held. I
have a great interest in
students' rights and for the
Improvement of student
organizations. I feel I have a
great deal to offer the
students and University and
thus I feel I am qualified for
the position of vicepresident."
Can«le Ontlveroe - is
seeking the Student's
Association presidency. Ontiveros, a sophomore from
McAllen, was president of
the McAllen High School
Student Council and attended the student leadership
conferences. While in high
school, Ontiveros was also a
member of the National
Honor Society, Key Club
and Catholic Youth
Organization. While In college he has been a member
of the McAllen Library Advisory Board, McAllen Community Education Committee, Bicentennial Commission, PAU Student Senate,
Political Science Association
and Phi Kappa Theta.
Ontiveros' statement on
his qualifications: "My past
leadership experiences consist of work with the PAU
Senate, Involvement with
PAU and my community. I
am aware of the hard work
required for success, and I
am not afraid of working
long hours to achieve a better environment for our student body. I realize the
students at PAU deserve
more and I am willing to
listen to them In an effort to

achieve their goals. I have
been on both sides of the
picture, a student as well as
a senator. and I feel that I
know the special needs of a
commuter college such as
PAU. I want to see PAU
grow and offer more to the
students."
Lany Garcia Is Ontiveros' running mate. Garcia is a senator from the
School of Science and Math,
a member of the Bios
League and Pre-Med, Bio-.
Med Honorary Society.
Garcia states that he is
seeking the vice-presidency
because: "I feel that the PAU
student is not receiving the
opportunities to express
himself through University
functions."
Alfredo Rodriguez is
also a candidate for the Student's Association presidency. Rodriguez has been a
student justice, lnterservice
Council represen~ative of
APO, Disciplinary Committee chairman, VicePresident of Alpha Phi
Omega, former service
chairman of APO. PledgeMaster of APO in Fall 1978
and president of his APO
pledge calss. He has pledged with the TKE fraternity
and was recently selected to
The South Western Leadership Conference in Dallas.
Rodriguez' qualification
statement: "Ever since I
enrolled at Pan American
University I've been Involved
with student organizations
and committees, and I want
to keep working for the advancement of PAU.
Therefore, I am seeking the
office of the presidency of
PAUSA.''
Javier (Harvey) Gonzalez is Rodrlgueis running
mate. Gonzalez is an active
member of Phi Kappa Theta
fraternity, is a Physical
Education Club member and
has received a certificate in

We Want To Be Your
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Fraternity Management
(Regional Conv_ention) . He
f~els he .1s qualified for th e
vice-presidency because: "I
have worked (in fraternal affairs) long enough to know
how students feel about the
University and how lmportant it is for a student to be
involved in matters concernIng all. Seeking the office of
vice-president is my way of
getting involved."
Sylvia Perales is seeking
the women's dorm senator
Sh
CAMP
·
~sition. e Is a
achve member. Perales'
reason for seeking the position: "I like to work with
people and feel that I am
qualified for this opportunity. People do need to hear
from someone like me."
Ramiro Balderas Is runnlng for a senate position
representing the school of
Social Sciences. Balderas
has been a member of the
Spanish Honor Society,
French Club and Law Enforcement. Balderas' reason
for seeking the senate positlon: "My major is government and bacause I feel I can
get the students viewpoints
and problems to where I feel
I can help them and that ts
being their representative."
David Sweet is a candtdate for the senate position
representing the School of
Science. Sweet is a member
of Phi Kappa Tau fraternity,
chaplain of Phi Tau's, a
member of the Food Commlttee and attended the
Leadership Conference.
Sweet is seeking the senate
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position because: "As a
member of PAU School of
Science I feel that If there
th· ' t be I
d I
are mgs O
mprove ,
could im~rove them and as
a r~spons1ble person I would
fulfill nmy duties !::>ward the
stude ts of PAU.
.
J~rge Luis Bot_ello is
seeking the position of
Senator. l nvolved with
SNEA, Bo1ello Is a p~rt of
the Human Relation~,
Scrapb_ook and Membership
committees and was a
del
t t b th th SNEA
ega e O .0 . e
State and District Conventlons.
.
..
. Bot~!lo states his quahflcations: I seek a seat In the
Senate to represent my
follow peers ~cause I care
about educatio~. I want to
bring out tru th .
.
R~bert Lula Riv~• is
seek1~g the UCPC ~res1dency. R1v~ra has been involved
as Pres,_dent of the Pan '."m
Clu~-Mission Chapter, v1cepresident and treasurer of
F~ture Teacher of AmerlcaMission Chapter, Studentat-Large representative.
AKP pledge member, and
Fine Arts Co-chairman of
UCPC.
Rivera states the reasons
that qualify him for this position: "During my present affiliation with the University
Center Program Council, I
have been able to observe
the office of President under
operation and feel that I hold
possible qualifications to run
the office of the President efficiently.

Muta Graciela Garcia
is a candidate for senator of
the School of Business. Garcia has been involved at the
Houston Technical Institute
as
VICA
treasurer,
(sergeant-at-arms), and
yearbook photographer.
and VICA Spring Branch
Career Center president and
Scarborough Jr-Sr. High
School
newspaper
photographer.
Garcia stales her qualifications: "I am qualified for the
office I seek because I'm
determined, outgoing,
courageous person. I am
able to represent most
students view and could
help accomplish a great
deal. I'm also willing to work
with others to achieve major
goals."
Teny Welty is seeking reelection as a Senator. Welty
is presently a PAU Students'
Association Senator and is
involved in the Presidential
Leadership Scholarship Program, PAU Theatre Productions, is the TKE Fraternity
Treasurer, Honors Program
participant and attended the
PAU Leadership Conference.

Welty states why he is
qualified for re-election:
"Having already served as
Senator, I know the Inner
workings of student government I believe my experience will be a great asset
to Pan American. PAU is a
fast growing University I feel
I possess the foresight
necessary to help Pan Am
reach its potential.··
Everardo Salinas is a
student-at-large representative running for Senator.
Salinas Is presently UCPC
films chairman.
Salinas states the reasons
that qualify him for this postion · "I have had previous
experience within this
department. I know I can do
a good job.
Ivan Solla, representative of the School of
Business, is seeking the position of Senator. Solis is involved in APO, AKP, and
COS!.
Solis states why he is
qualified for this position: "I
belong to various organizations which are concerned
with student affairs I feel
that I could benefit more
people by being in the Student Senate."

Dickey---(C_o_n_ti_nu_e_d_fr_o_m_P_._ii_ _ __
sponsored by Pan American
University School of
Humanities Living Author
Serles.
Tickets for Dickey's night

appearance may be purchased in the Liberal Arts
Building Room 208 or by
calling 381-3421. Advance
tickets are $2.50, and tickets
at the door are $3.50.

London Is Setting For Business Study
by JEANANN DARNAll

marketing of goods in international business.
The initial cost of the London trip will be $1, 050. This
figure inclurl,..~ ,om and board, three meals a day at the
school where Ifie program is housed, four or six hours
credit, insurance and field trips. Students must arrange
their flight to and from London on an individual basis. Dr.
Baldwin estirr. ted that the flight would cost $400 - $500.
He also
1ated that the entire cost of the trip can be
covered by "b 1850. at a minimum.
The summer study will be housed at Schiller College's
London Campus-Wickham Court. Class sessions, meals
and living arrangements will all be at Wickham Court, a
400 year old English manor. It is located nine miles south
of the central city in the Greater London area.
Baldwin said that .there will be numerous field trips to
areas around London. The main field trip wtll be a threeday visit to Paris, France. While there. students will visit
IBM's European headquarters, and do general sightseeing. Other trips will acquaint students with local business
Internationally.
David Wise, PAU senior majoring In business, was
among the students who went on the 1978 trip to London He said the trip was a great experience. "I enjoyed
the traveling experience, the friendliness of the people In
England, and visiting the multitude of historical places."

London, England will be the setting for this years summer study sponsored by ACUIIS, Association Colleges
and Universities for lnternational-lntercultural Studies.
The course to be offered Is Introduction to International
Business.
The course will be offered for four semester hour
credits, or six hours of credit with the additional requirement of a research paper which must be turned in within
six weeks of the return from London.
The London course will be conducted from July
13-Aug. 10, according to Dr. Edward Baldwin, director
of the summer study. Baldwin w!II be one of the Instructors for the London course. He is the Director of Administration for Pan American Universitys' School of
Business, and a Professor of Economics at PAU.
Baldwin earned his BBA and MBA degrees in the field
of International Trade at the University of Texas. He has a
PhD in Economics from the University of Houston. He
has studied in Austria, Mexico and Venezuela, and has
been an Instructor at Lamar University in Beaumont,
Texas, and a visiting professor at the University of the
Americas In Puebla, Mexico. Baldwin was the instructor
for last summers London study as well.
Douglas L. Bartley will be the other summer study Instructor. He Is an Associate Professor of Management at
PAU, and is the Director of PAU's Small Business Institute. Bartley earned a BS degree from the University of
Illinois, and a MBA from the University of Pittsburgh. He
has taught at Bowling Green State University in Ohio,
and at the University of Pittsburgh. Bartley worked for the
H .J. Heinz Co. for 27 years in various management positions He has worked in Brazil, and currently is acting as a
management consultant for firms in the Valley In addition
lo his position at PAU.
The four-week course to be taught by Baldwin and
Bartley Is divided into four topics: an introduction to international business; financial aspects of international
business and the exchange rate; cultural influences on
management style; and cultural influences on the

While there, he visited Belgium. Brussels and Canterbury, along with numerous castles and other buildings of
interest. He said that once traveling on the subway was
mastered, It was very helpful in sightseeing. Wise also said
that he was impressed with the safety on the streets, and
the helpful friendliness of the policemen He recommended the summer study course very highly
Dr. Baldwin said that the course is designed for
business students, but others can participate also.
Students attending a university which is not a member of
ACUIIS are welcomed on the trip, but must pay an additional $100. Any students interested in the trip should
contact Dr. Baldwin at 381-3311 for additional information.
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